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EDITORIAL
 

The ThirteenthVolume ofPhilosophy and the Life-world, the. 

Vidyasagar University Journal of Philosophy is a tribute to 

RabindranathTagore,the great son ofIndia ever born, whose 

150thBirthAnniversary isbeingcelebratedthisyearnationally 

andinternationally. 

Thisspecialissueis a humbleattemptto circulate some 

of themessages oftheversatile geniusof thisworld-poet who is 

recognised asa modemIndianphilosopher in thephilosophical 

circlesofthe world. 

This issuedevotesto a varietyofhis valuablethoughts 

on humanism, man and freedom, evolution of religious 

experience, environment, suffering, deathandlanguage. 



, f h R li 1M first published in 1931 Facsimile of a page in the manuscript 0 T. e e IglOn 0 an, 
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TAGORE'S CONCEPTS OF MAN AND FREEDOM 

RAGHUNATH GHOSH 

1 

The present paper deals with the concept ofMan in Tagore's philosophical 

anthropology, which is novel and unique in character. Rabindranath has described 

man as 'twice-born' (dwija) and admitted that an individual being can have rebirth 

even in this birth as told by him- 'Ei janame gha t ale mar janma janmantara '. 

Chandalika also is found to have her 'new birth' when she was given a recognition 

ofa human being by Ananda, a Buddhist monk, which was also described as 'natun 

janma natun janma natun janma dmar '. An effort will be made to elaborate 

and highlight these points in the light ofRabindranath Tagore. An individual being 

having such characters must try to achieve freedom which may ofpositive or nega

tive character or it may be 'free to' or 'freedom from'. Freedom again is something 

which is achieved amidst innumerable bondages.In a portion ofthis eassy Tagore's 

notion of freedom has also been given a clear and understandable shape. 

II 

The concept of freedom in the philosophy ofRabindranath Tagore is closely related 

to his concept ofman. Tagore has reflected extensively and deeply on the meaning 

of man in distinctive dimensions and the disclosure of the meaning in relation to 

nature, work, art, and the other human beings. His play 'Raktakarabi', for ex

ample, portrays the alienation of men from other human beings, nature and work, 

and on emancipation from the alienated being ofman through an upheaval brought 

about by 'Ranjan', the hero of the play. A human being is nothing but Universal 

Man i Sarvajanin mdnab) or Man of the heart (maner mamu~)or Unmeasured 

Man (amita miinab l- To Rabindranath a human being may be transformed into 

Universal Man or Unmeasured one through the encashment of the surplus power 

which is within the body ofa human being. A multi-cellular body, which is nothing 

but the measured one may be transformed into unmeasured one 

(slmar miijhe as!m tumi). Human character has got two different aspects: in one 

side he is in search of satisfaction within this -worldly objects and on the other he 
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longs for something which is not found in this-worldly object. Aman being desirous 

offulfilling his this-worldly interest, it is due to his animal-nature. That which leads 

him to the world of sacrifice or renunciation is called humanity or religion ofman. In 

human body there is a man who, after surpassing the individual ity, reaches to the 

Universal Man. Though his multi-cellular body is born and it dies, his multi-personal 

(Sarvajanln) humanity is eternal. Through his attraction a man can bring univer

sality in thinking, action etc and at this stage he feels as ifhe is in infinite, which is 

acknowledged by an individual as 'Amare tumi as'e.~ karechho, emanai ilia 

taba'. A man being internally identified with the Universal Man does not want only 

happiness but more than that or the whole world t bhumd l- Rabindranatha says: 

"And I say of Supreme Man that he is infinite in his essence, he is finite in his 

manifestation in us, the individuals". (The Religion ofMan, p.74). Without the 

taste of immortality perfection does not come in a man. The realism in man is the 

animal in him whose life is a mere duration in time: the human in him is his reality 

which has life everlasting for its background. It is for man to produce the music of 

the spirit with all the notes he has, for in music man is revealed but not in noise. Man 

has a feeling that he is truly represented by something which exceeds him. He is 

aware that he is not imperfect but incomplete. He knows that there is in him some 

meaning that has yet to be realized. The spirit of love, dwelling in the boundless 

realm of the surplus, emancipates our consciousness from the illusory bond of the 

separate self, trying to spread its illumination in the human world. Tagore has inter

preted the Upanishadic Mantra- 'S'rotrasya s'rotram ' etc as the existence of the 

surplus power existing in the ear which is united in the spirit ofUniversal Man. Man 

is called 'twice-born' or 'dwija' by virtue of the fact that he takes birth in his animal 

- man and afterwards attends the Universal Manhood, just as a bird first is born in 

the form ofan egg and then in the form ofa Iiving bird. Divinity remains in the body 

ofa human being, which is called by Rabindranath as Maner Afiinu~ (Man of the 

heart) being strongly influenced by a song of the Boul sect ofBengal. Astonishingly 

in this song of a Boul Divine being has been described as a Man of the heart 

(maner manus) remaining in this mortal frame of human being. The song runs as 

follows: ' Ami kothai pabo tare, dmar maner manu,~' jere', That is, where shall 

I get him who is the man ofmy heart? The import of this song lies in the fact that the 

Divinity is within the surface of human body in the form of surplus and hence it 

seems to be difficult to trace the same outside the body othuman being. An echo of 
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9 RAGHUNATH GHOSH 

the Vedic seers who were also in quest ofsuch Divinity within body is found in this 

particular song of a Boul. It is stated in the Hiranyagarbhasukta of the R gveda 

that the Vedic seers are perplexed in not seeing anyone to whom oblation can be 

offered iKasmai devaya havisa vidhema). The import of this mantra is to show 

that deity remains within the body ofa human being and hence there is none outside 

the human body whom oblation can be offered. 

III 

While freedom, for Tagore, is a freedom from this kind of bondage created by 

alienation, freedom is essentially a freedom to. It is stated especially in his Manuser 

Dharma that 'I' does not refer to 'ego'. Freedom, in fact, is the dissociation from 

the ego sense. Tagore said: "The freedom of social relationship he attains through 

owning responsibility to his community, thus gaining its collective power for his own 

welfare. In the freedom ofconsciousness he realizes the sense ofhis unity with his 

larger being, finding fulfillment in the dedicated life ofan ever-progressive truth and 

ever-active love."! Hence, Tagore's concept of freedom can be envisaged only by 

looking at his holistic approach to man - man in unity with the rest of the reality. 

Tagore said that due to avidyd , ignorance, we find our disunion with our surround

ings. It is only vidyd , the knowledge of the Brahman manifested in the material 

universe, which makes us realize advaita-situation, the spirit of unity in the world 

of matter. To him "Truth is in unity, and, therefore freedom is in its realization. The 

texts ofour daily worship and meditation are for training our mind to overcome the 

barrier of separateness from the rest of the existence and to realize advaitam, the 

Supreme Unity, which is anantam, infinitude.'? Thus, for Tagore, freedom is never 

possible in a schizophrenic existence of man and no bifurcation of the reality into 

the 'inner' and 'outer' is permissible in his framework. 

One ofthe major dimensions in terms ofwhich Tagore's concept of man is 

explicated is freedom. While the concept offreedom is to beunderstood in a holistic 

manner as inclusive of both "freedom from" and "freedom to ", it needs elabora

tion with reference to a man's (i) physical action in the context of evolutionary 

process, (ii) his moral action, and (iii) his creative and imaginative adventures. 

(i) From the time ofthe emergence ofthe first living cell to the first appear

ances ofman evolution had been on the physical level. It was a mechanical process 

ofcells multiplying themselves by aggregation, adjustment and co-ordination. When 

man appears on the earth, the course of evolution takes a tum from determinism to 
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freedom. Tagore refuses to accept any deterministic and casual account of evolu

tion so far as its significance to humanity is concerned. He believed that this change 

from determinism to freedom in the evolutionary process with the emergence man 

is because ofa speciality in man - the 'surplus' in him, which is the capacity ofgoing 

beyond oneself According to Tagore, "He is not satisfied with what he is in his 

natural limitations; he irresistibly feels something beyond the evident fact of himself 

which only could give him worth." The charge in the physical make up ofman also 

facilitates it. Unlike the animals, man stands erect, his hands too are free to manipu

late and do all sorts of things, which cannot be imagined with regard to animals. His 

physical constitution and ability to stand erect on two legs gives his eyes a privileged 

position: they occupy a height and man's vision becomes far-reaching. Thus man's 

physical actions are indicative of his 'surplus', his freedom to. Tagore has referred 

to the ucchistasukta of the Atharvaveda and to S'ayana' s commentary thereon 

in the context of spelling out his idea that man is 'truly represented in something 

which exceeds himself'. This excess or surplus, as he calls it, is man's creativity, 

and goes beyond man's biological and economic needs. Tagore says: "Our imagina

tion makes us intensely conscious of a Iife we must live which transcends the indi

vidual life and contradicts the biological meaning of the instinct of self-preserva

tion'". 

(ii) Since man has a mental or spiritual freedom i.e., the capability to think, 

to imagine, to judge, etc, he manifests his surplus also in taking decisions and choos

ing to act in a certain way which is not conditioned by the 'desirable'. Tagore makes 

a distinction between' S'reya (the good) and 'Freya' (the desirable). Since man I 

has the capacity to go beyond his immediate impulses, inclinations and desires, he is 

capable of performing actions, which have a moral worth and related to his 'free

dom'. When a good work ofan individual comes from his intrinsic goodness that has 

a moral worth according to Tagore, his position is like that ofa Kant who maintained 

that good will, in its moral sense, is good without qualification and must be dissoci

ated from its results, and individuals, inclinations and desires. 

(iii) But morality, for Tagore, was not meant to suppress the creative spirit 

of man. Nor was it to take a puritan approach to human living. On the contrary, it 

was an expression of man's freedom. Goodness is the freedom of ourself in the 

world of man. Man is as creative in his moral decisions as he is in his artistic cre

ations and enjoyment. In this context Tagore made a distinction between 'construc

tion' and 'creation'. While 'construction' as a utilitarian connotation, the concept of 
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11 RAGHUNATH GHOSH 

creation is indicative of man's freedom and urge to go beyond the immediate neces

sities of his living in the world. Construction is for a purpose, it expresses our wants, 

but creation it for itself, it expresses our being. To Tagore - "For creation is free

dom... But in our creation we live in what is ours, and there more and more the 

world becomes a world of our own selection'". Construction is purposive; what 

dominates in it is the material. Again, 'expression' and 'the material' are also evalu

ative contraries. Expression, he points out, belongs to a different plane from that of 

its material; it is something analyzable. Construction and the material have their 

legitimate place in the scheme of life, but the attempt to universalize the issue would 

land one up into a reductionist thesis. No expression of our private self is moral 

enough unless it is an expression of what brings us into a relationship with others, 

with the rest of the world. That alone can be the standard of moral judgement. 

Creativity, by its very nature, is universality. Therefore, whatever be our area of 

engagement, aesthetics or philosophy or ethics, what we do need to have is the 

ampler air of a free soul. Creativity is also an operation ofwill, a creative will. Man 

seeks to organize his data of experience. Man's nature is a harmony or unity of his 

knowledge and the imagination, and it is this unity that is revealed in art as in his 

moral actions. Knowledge and emotions are integrated in creativity. 

Tagore's view of human freedom can be called 'magical' in the sense that 

it is counterfactual. It signifies man's transcendence from his self-enclosed being to 

a unity of his being with the rest of the world, from the world offacts and informa

tion to a world of expressions and forms from 'having' to 'being'. It should also be 

borne in mind that Tagore has made us aware about the paradox of freedom. To 

him, freedom has often taken the negative course to prove that it is freedom. History 

evidences that man's freedom is never saved of its troubles. In human history we 

come across some sufferings about which animals do not have any idea. Tagore 

said - "In the turning of the instruments discords have shrieked loud, and strings 

have often snapped ...every mistake and misfit has come as a stab and the world 

soul has bled and groaned... There have been hypocrisies and lies, cruel arrogance 

angered at the wounds it inflicts, spiritual pride ofpower that insults God calling him 

its ally; there has been the smother cry of centuries in pain robbed of its voice, and 

children ofman mutilated oftheir right arms ofstrength to keep them helpless for all 

time; luxuries have been cultivated upon fields manured by the bloody sweat of 

slavery, and wealth built upon the foundation of penury and famine.:" 

Tagore's concept offreedom is deeply related to his concept of personality. 
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'Personality' is a key concept III Rabindranath Tagore's Philosophy of man. In 
ordinary language, the concept of personality has a psychological sense. We use 

the concept to make some special feature of some individual's apparent, and to 

emphasize his/her separate identity. We say. for example, "Mr. Smith has a strong 

personality", "His personality clashed with that of his senior". "Mother's personal

ity is very important for a child". Tagores concept of Personality is different from 

his ord inary conception of it. 

"Person" which in English language is derived from Persona, meaning 

mask, signifies, in Tagore's context, a human competence to assign forms to the 

world, and introduce new forms of existence. Tagore thus traces the appearance of 

mask to a deeper reality. The inner core, from which consciousness takes its 

direction to the world, is, according to Tagore, "Personality". To him 'Personality' is 

a self-conscious principle, of transcendental unity within man, which comprehends 

all the details offacts, that are individually his knowledge and feeling, wish and will, 

and work. In its negative aspect, it is limited to the individual separateness, while in 

its positive aspect; it ever extends itself in the infinite through the increase of its 

knowledge, love and activities. To Tagore- "We have seen that consciousness of 

personality begins with the feeling of separateness from all and has its culmination 

in the feeling of unity with all. It is needless to say that with the consciousness of 

separation there must be consciousness of unity, for it cannot exist solely by itself... 

But the life in which the consciousness of unity is the primary and separateness the 

secondary factor, and therefore the personality is large and bright in truth; - this is 

the life of soul." 

'Personality' not only integrates the details of facts but it also surpasses 

facts, which are there in an unrelated and discrete state. Through a work of inte

gration, human personality surpasses them to a newer reality. Tagore observes: "It 

works at the surplus, and extending beyond the reservation plots of our daily life, 

builds there the guest chambers of priceless value to offer hospitality to the World

Spirit of Man ... every true freedom that we may attain in any direction broadens 

our path of self-realisation, which is in superseding the self.:" This process is infi

nite and infinity is expressed in this process, because, for Tagore the 'Person' in us 

is infinite and infinity is expressed in this process, because, for Tagore the 'Person' 

in us is infinite. Tagore says: "Man is true where he feels his infinity, where he is 

divine, and the divine is the creator in him. It is that supreme person, who has made 

himself known to man, and made this universe so deeply personal to him?". The 
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RAGHUNATH GHOSH t3 

divinity and infinity of man is the all-pervading supreme Person or Brahman re

flected in him. Man's personality is ultimately rooted in this personality, in this sense, 

consist in a creative transcendence of the finitude of facts, and limitations oflogical 

reasoning; it is a movement towards a greater reality. Man is thus personal, and 

man's universe too is personal to him. According to Tagore, the reality of the world 

belongs to the personality of man, and not to reasoning. Though he did not under

score the value of reasoning and knowledge of facts, he was clear in maintaining 

that such a value dissociated from human personality is meaningless. Tagore said: 

"We can never go beyond Man in all that we know and feel.''" The transforma

tional process is described as follows: "The animal has the geography of its birth

place, man has his country, the geography of his personal self."!' 

The moral aspect of Rabindranath Tagore's concept of freedom of man 

cannot be understood in isolation from other aspects of freedom. Tagore reflected 

extensively and deeply on the meaning of man in distinctive dimensions and the 

disclosure ofthe meaning in relation to nature work, art and the other human. 

Hence Tagore's concept of freedom can be envisaged only by looking at 

his holistic approach to man - man in unity with the rest ofthe reality. It has already 

been mentioned that evolution which was a mechanical process ofcells, multiplying 

themselves by aggregation takes a tum from determinism to freedom with the ap

pearance of man because man according to Tagore, has essentially a 'surplus' an 

'excess of' which takes him beyond what is given. Tagore obseres: " ...Man has a 

feeling that he is truly represented in something which exceeds himself. He is aware 

that he is not imperfect but incomplete. He knows that in himself some meaning has 

yet to be realized.'?" 

Tagore took a non-naturalistic view of freedom. He opposed the naturalis

tic account ofmorality on the following grounds: 

i) Goodness or moral value is not intelligible in terms of a natural state. The point of 

the non-equivalence between value and what is natural is that there is an irre

ducible 'surplus' in value. 

ii) The duality in consciousness between what is and what ought to be indicates a 

thrust to an ideal, which trancends actuality. 

iii) But morality for Tagore was not meant to suppress the creative spirit of man. 

Nor was it to take a puritan approach to human living. On the contrary it was an 

expression of man's freedom: Goodness is the freedom of ourself in the world 

ofman. Man is as creative in his moral decisions as he is in his artistic creations 
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and enjoyment. 

Tagore observes: "Our moral faculty is the faculty by which we know that life is not 

made up of fragments, purposeless and discontinuous. This moral sense of man not 

only gives him the power to see that the self has a continuity in time, but it also 

enables him to see that he is not true when he is only restricted to his own self. He 

is more in truth than he is in fact. He truly belongs to individuals who are not in

cluded in his own individuality, and whom he is only restricted to his own self. He is 

more in truth than he is in fact. He truly belongs to individuals who are not included 

in his own individuality, and whom he is never even likely to know. As he has a 

feeling for his greater selfwhich is outside his present consciousness, so he has a 

feeling for his greater selfwhich is outside the limit of his personality?" 

For Tagore, creation is essentially creation ofpersonal ity, as it is the person

ality in men, which takes him towards a discovery ofthe reality, beyond the domain 

offact and reason, profit and utility. This is quite in keeping with Tagore's prefer

ence, for creation to construction, and real to fact. While creation is real and ex

pressive, of the divine person in man, constuction is based on man's worldly power, 

to propitiate his ambition, and desire for worldly material prosperity. 

IV 

For the personal man the world is not merely a world of insentient facts, but 

it is also a world ofhuman expressions, coming from the inner core ofman, which is 

his personality. Tagore's concept ofpersonality is compatible with his view that the 

world is not purely objective entity detached from man. It is in this sense that Tagore 

distinguished between individual personality and infinite personality, and the world is 

neither purely factual nor purely rational, but it is essentially relational. "This rela

tional world of ours is not arbitrary. It is individual yet it is universal. My world is 

mine; its element is my mind, yet it is not wholly unlike your world. Therefore, it is 

not in my own individual personality, but this reality is contained, but in an infinite 

personality?". In his The Religion ofMan Tagore said that the reality lies in the 

principle of relationship. Thus Tagore's concept ofpersonality has to be understood 

in the context of Tagore's views, on the relation between man and man, man and 

nature and man and the infinite. At the same time it would be borne in mind that 

freedom, for Tagore, is not alienation from the rest of the world but enjoy the taste 

offreedom amidst through thousand of bond ages. To transcend a stage oflife is to 

be alienated from that stage, which is not admitted by Tagore, because it is a kind of 

detachment generated through alienation. Freedom is not detachment but to have 
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15 RAGHUNATH GHOSH 

the taste of it in innumerable bondages i Bairdgya sddhane mukti e iimiir nail 

sahasra bandhan mdjhe mahdnandamai labhiba muktir svdd )- The conscious

ness ofthe real within us seeks for its corroboration the touch ofthe Real inside me. 

When this harmony is not deeply felt, we feel isolated. To remain in harmony with 

both finite and infinite is actual liberation. the string ofa lyre can produce melody if 

it is connected with two poles. The same idea has been expressed in his poetry 

Bairagya where it has been shown that an individual is desirous to leave his family 

being detached towards this transmigratory world for the attainment ofsalvation. In 

this context he has been advised to have the taste of freedom or salvation being 

confined in this transmigratory world where there are innumerable bondages. If 

someone is in innumerable bondages, he can realize the relation between man and 

man, which ultimately leads him to the realization of the relation between man and 

infinite. To him the infinite being remains among the poor downtrodden people, cul

tivators and labours who are breaking stones and constructing roads as mentioned 

in the poetry Dhulamandir - "Tini gechhen jethai mati bhenge karchee 

chashachash pathar bhenge katchee path khatchhe baromas" etc. Freedom is 

felt when holistic picture ofTagore's philosophy is realised it is unity between a man 

and another man, man and nature and man and divinity. 
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UNIVERSAL HUMANISM OFTAGORE: AN EVALUATION
 

BHUPENDRA CHANDRA DAS
 

The word' humanism' is associated with the focus of renaissance educa

tion and classical culture. It is a feeling or disposition of thought which emphasizes 

the central ity of 'man' in the order of nature. Again it is a set of beliefs and presup

positions of some great scholars and philosophers on earth. Man makes this mod

ern world and the upliftment of this world has been done by man. Humanism as

signs a special position of man in the universe. It has a universal appeal because it 

is true anywhere in the world. It has a wider sense and comprehensive sphere. So 

this humanism is called universal humanism. 

Humanism is a philosophical vision. It shows man his actual dignity, his 

intellect or rationality to realise his profound potentialities and his conscience. It is 

the reverse ideal of rei igious fanaticism and theological orthodox system. Accord

ingto humanism, man is a social being. So humanism is related to social philosophy, 

moral philosophy, political philosophy and sometimes to metaphysics. We have al

ready stated that it places man at the centre of the universe, so it cancels gross 

supernaturalism and mysticism because humanism is based on scientific knowl

edge and modern technology, according to some thinkers. 

In Western Philosophy we can mention the ideal of the Greek, 'man is the 

measure of all things'. Again the Greek Sophists point out that man remains at the 

centre of the universe. Socrates and Plato emphasised on man's reason and good 

conscience. But this humanism of the Greek was opposed by the authority of the 

orthodox church in the medieval age. 

There was a humanistic trend in India also. The Upanisads assert that 

essentially there is no difference between the individual self and Brahman, i.e., 

they are identical. According to Advaita Vedanta, every man is essentially nothing 

but Brahman, the ultimate reality tTattvamasi i.e.Thou art That). A new awaken

ing took place in India under the influence of Western ideas in the eighteenth and 
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nineteenth century and as a result of this, a kind of secular and rational humanism 

comes out. At that time Rammohun, Vidyasagar, Vivekananda, Sri Aurobindo, Ma

hatma Gandhi and Rabindranath preached the message of universal humanism or 

that of human unity. Here, their aim was to discover the ideal man in every indi

vidual. 

Rabindranath had a keen interest in the theory of Upani sads . He was 

influenced by the monistic theory of Brahman, advocated by the Upani sads , But 

his humanism does not accept Sankara's familiar theory that Brahman is the only 

reality, the world is false, individual self is Brahman, i.e., there is no difference 

between them (brahma satya1&, Jaganmithyd Jivo brahmaiva napara~) . The 

theory of Brahman in his man-centric philosophy has been transformed into the 

theory ofman or humanism. The modem outlook ofrenaissance, humanistic thought 

of the time, scientific modem thinking on man's life led him to come to this theory. 

There is a principle ofunity in man. This principle is unique in him. This is 

common in every man. So in essence every individual is identical with other indi

vidual. If every man knows that actually, there is a unity in everyone, then generally 

we shall have sympathetic outlook to everyone, i.e., we shall love everyone. This 

feeling of love to all may not come in our mind all on a sudden. Sincere and continu

ous practice for all-round development ofour mind including fellow-feeling, sympa

thetic attitude to others, awareness of feeling of unity to all etc are required. 

Man is not satisfied only with his fulfilment of material need, but he is more 

satisfied with the sacrifice in every sphere in his life. According to Rabindranath, 

man has something surplus in him (Chapter III, The Religion ofMan). The realisation 

of this surplus means realisation of humanity. As there is humanity in every man, 

like pure consciousness inhering in every individual after the Advaita Vedanta and 

so there is an identity among them, every man also is identical with other man. 

The religion ofman ofRabindranath consists in all the aspects ofhis thought. 

He does not think that it is God who is manifested as a man. But he considered man 

as a man. In the 'introduction' of his book' Mdnuser Dharma' he mentioned his 

'humanism' in the following way: "Man has one aspect in which he seeks his 

success in his material prosperity. Here his knowledge, his action, his power of 
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writing are absolutely related to his \vay ofliving and hewants to live asa creature. 

But man has another aspect which is beyond his own material aspect. There, 

that which is regarded as loss in the way of living is considered as profit, that which 

is death is immortality and to sacrifice one's life for some ideal is more valuable than 

anything. Thus knowledge transcends the limits of material need. In that aspect 

there is a greater life than his own distinct life and he wants to live in that life. 

Selfishness leads us to some attempts and the basic inspiration of this at

tempt is found in the nature of creatures. That which guides us to sacrifice and 

austerity is called humanity or the religion of man."] 

Here the religion of man of which Tagore is talking about is not that of 

ordinary man. If it were the later, then there is no need of perseverance or practice 

for it. The aforesaid man here is beyond the general or ordinary man. He says, 

"-c<f.R~<r~~I cfl~~4~~ I cfl ~J'f1~'i~~-~rrn, ~~ cfl~~J'f1~ 

~~<111"2 

There is someone in the seat of our heart, who transcends an individual 

man, ( saddjandnd1&h ~ daye sannivi ~! a) and he is an universal man. Great men 

feels 'him' in all men and dedicate their lives for the love of 'him'. We can reach 

humanity after passing the stage ofour animal nature in the process of realisation of 

the former, This realisation is not same in all cases, in some cases this is wrong. 

Therefore, all persons have not become men even now. But the attraction towards 

it comes from the core of the heart of man. According to Rabindranath, man wants 

to manifest this urge and attempts for attaining the goal ofhumanity. This march for 

upliftment has no limit. This journey for humanity has no end. Man worships that 

supernormal man who is called by Rabindranath 'esa devo vis'vakarmd 

mahatma " Rabindranath mentions 'him' as that man, that God who is one, in his 

different lectures. 

In other words, Rabindranath is of the opinion that human nature has two 

different aspects: on one side a man is in search of satisfaction within this worldly 

object and it is his animal nature. On the other hand, he longs for something which 

does not come under the purview of his worldly desires. That leads us to the world 

ofsacrifice or renunciation is called humanity proper or the religion ofman. In all of 

us there is one aspect which transcends our individuality or individual manhood and 
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reaches to the Universal Man. Though man's multicellular body is born and it dies, 

his multipersonal (Sarvajanln ) humanity is eternal. Through his relationship with 

that, man becomes universal. Like a bird, man is also a sort of Dvija or twice born. 

A bird is born first in the form ofan egg and afterwards in the form ofa living bird, 

a man is born with his animal life and afterwards he attains through the help ofthe 

surplus in him the universal manhood. 

There is a contention in which it is thought that Rabindranath humanises not 

only nature and material things but also God. In course ofdescribing the objective of 

his book 'The Religion ofMan' he says, "The idea ofthe humanity of our God, or 

the divinity of Man, the Eternal is the main subject ofthis book'". This is the main 

subject which Rabindranath Tagore wanted to express in his different lectures. 

Sometimes man transcends God also. Sometimes God descends in man and 

thus divinity inheres in man. So God ofRabindranath Tagore is man and God simul

taneously and he says, "Ifthis faith be blamed for being anthropomorphic man is to 

be blamed for being man.?" 

Human mind realises the significance and meaning of all objects and re

veals it. Tagore's idealism is man-centric.He says "It is almost a truism to say that 

the world is what we perceive it to be. We imigine that our mind is a mirror, that it is, 

more or less, acurately reflecting what is happening outside US."5 The forest might 

appear as running and the delightful thing may appear as miserable, provided that 

we could adjust the reflection ofthe mind. It gives emphasis on the human point of 

view. The one attempt ofman's personality is to transform everything with that he 

has any close relation to the human being. For instance, the depiction ofthe beauty 

ofsunrise has its endless interest in us for actually, the sunrise itselfdoes not cause 

our interest but the fact of sunrise in relation to our interest or aesthetic sense 

causes our interest. Therefore, we always find a human touch in the writings of 

Rabindranath Tagore. A ferry at once comes, provided a river is depicted; if a 

flower is presented, it is presented as bringing a message for the human soul; a 

human form must remain, provided a landscape or a scene is painted; when the 

quietness ofsolitude is explained its peace has to become more intense with joy by 

the rising notes of a faint song; and the rains have to fall on the top of the temple 

rising above the undefined mass ofblackness grouped around the village huts, pro-
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vided thatthe beauty of the rainy night is being depicted." 

Tagore points out that the outer world is noth ing but a shelter for the human 

soul. Forthis reason the concepts of'heaut{, love, harmony, rhythm, delight, music, 

Iife etc. have become very sign ificant inTagore 's thought. All these become signifi

cant when they arc concerned with human values because they are human notions. 

Most of the similarities that Rabindranath uses to depict nature are in touch with 

man's feelings and urges. For instance, Tagore says, "0, listen to the secrets of the 

world, I know that lily is pale for moon's love. The lotus draws her veil aside before 

the morning sun and the reason is simple.v'This type ofanalogies is often found and 

all these indicate the intensely human feel ing or disposition in Tagores philosophy. 

So far as humanism is concerned, we have human disposition in mind. Hence 

Tagore opines that an intellectual approach to nature and to the problems of life 

should have to be cold and indifferent approach, for intellect surveys a thing from a 

distance and in a dispassionate manner. A human approach is an approach with the 

heartful feelings and interest. A philosopher generally avoids this. But a poet-phi

losopher makes truth live in the form of beauty and thus sets up a personal attach

ment between man and natural things. Most probably it is the cause of Tagore's 

humanistic beliefs. This is admitted by Rabindranath himself. So he says, "1 have 

great faith in humanity. Like the sun it can be clouded, never extinguished... We are 

waiting for the time when the spirit of age will be incarnated in a complete human 

truth and the meeting of men will be translated into the unity of man.:" 

According to Tagore, a creative mind shaped this universe and the indi

vidual was placed at the centre of it and they have their personal relationships 

among them. Tagore realised that he found his religion, religion ofman, in which the 

infinite became defined in humanity. This idea ofa being comprehended his life and 

experiences and sought expression in his creations and Tagore thought over years 

on this and it was found at a later period that, that being had been expressed in some 

of his poems called Jivandevata, the Lord of my life. The word 'Jivandevata' has 

a double meaning. Tagore told this to Thompson Edward". Vai ~ nava dualism al

ways keeps the separateness of the self (from God) and there is the Upani ~adic 

monism. God is soliciting the possession ofthe individual and God is also the ultimate 

reality of all. Which one is the correct meaning? Here there was a mystery of 
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experience which existed in Tagore. But it is certain that the Jivandevata is a life

deity. In "The Religion ofMan", Tagore points out that the Jivandevata is God, 

realised in one's own human consciousness: "a universal being shaping the universe 

to its eternal idea, but a personal God too seeking his best expression in one's expe

riences." So we find that Tagore speaks of the universal being or God and of per

sonal God also in different contexts.He also believes in the philosophy ofharmony 

of both Vis'va i.e. the whole world and Vis'e~atva (individuality) in man and his 

thought and actions. 

It is needless to say that love and beauty are Tagore's fundamental religious 

categories. He translates the statement of the Taittiriya Upanis ad , rasovai 

Sa ~ as" the infinite is love itself".'? Ananda also is translated as "infinite love". 

The infinite has to be realised in the heart ofthe finite, or God is to be defined in 

terms of man's aspirations. In his' Gitdiijali ' Tagore says, "0 thou Lord of all 

heavens, where would be thy love if I were not?"!' This is Tagore's attitude in the 

relationship between God and man. But it is not so simple. Apart from Tagore's own 

intuitive or visionary experiences, the insight derives much from his own reading of 

Vai snava poetry, and reinforced by the Raul concept of God as "The man ofmy 

heart." 

Tagore's concept of "man's universe" is an integral field which has no 

compartmentalisation ofman's manifestation because he likes to apply it in religion 

or ethics. We can mention that Gandhi also perceived God in politics itself. Gandhi 

says, "The whole of my activity, whether it may be called social, political ... or 

ethical, is directed to that end or seeing God face to face.?" 

In Gitdiijali , Tagore points out that God has abandoned the temple and 

has gone "there where the tiller is tilling the hard ground and where the pathmaker 

is breaking stones. He is with them in the sun and in shower and his garment is 

covered with dust.?'? We live in a common life everybody and yet we should think 

that God is filled with everything in every moment. In his Practical Vedanta I, 

quoting from Chhandogya Upani sad Swami Vivekananda also says, "atmd va 

are s'rotavya". "Hear day and night that you are that soul. Repeat it to yourselves 

day and night till it enters into your very veins, till it tingles in every drop ofblood, till 
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it is in your flesh and bone .',!; BUt we should remember that there is a difference 

between Vivekauanda and Tagore in their outlook. Here Vivekananda states this 

from the spiritual outlook. while Tagore presents his view from the humanistic point 

of view. In the following passage of the chapter 'The Man of My Heart' of "The 

Religion ofMan" Tagore asserts an important point that in religion a)so a wrong 

beliefis possible and thatthere is something genuine, orginality or purity in religion. 

The passage is as follows: "At last I came to discover I was not strictly loyal to my 

religion, but only to the rel igious institution. This latter represented an artificial aver

age with its standard of truth at its static minimum, jealous of any vital growth that 

exceeded its limits. I have my conviction that in religion and also in the arts that 

which is common to a group is not important. Indeed very often it is a contagion of 

mutual imitation. After a long struggle with the feeling that I was using a mask to 

hide the living face of truth, I gave up my connection with our church."!" 

According to Rabindranath, we perceive God in all things but we do not 

perceive all things in God, and in this connection we can mention the doctrine of 

Substance advocated by Spinoza in which he states that God is equivalent to Na

ture. Tagore's theological position appears to be a case of perceiving God in all 

things rather than finding all things in God. The distinction is very little, but the 

difference between the two is very important. Spinoza had adopted from Giondano 

Bruno the expression natura naturans and natura naturata. God is nature, He is 

natura naturans, the world-essence. Here natura naturata are the particular 

things in which this essence exists and the creative force is God as natura naturans. 

But it is something identical with its activities. On the contrary Tagore's God is not 

a "pantheistic being". According to Tagore, the finite and the infinite cannot be 

identical, but there may be some kind of difference between them, so the relation 

between them may be indescribable. So Tagore says, "Our soul can only become 

Brahma as the river can become the sea, but she can never make the part and 

parcel of herself?" . So the position of the infinite implies separation on the one 

hand and the possibility of union on the other. 

There is an ultimate ideal in us. It is the basis of Tagore's humanism. This 

ideal is the source of value-experience. It acts as an incentive of human action and 

enthusiasm. This ideal is expressed as real. Its reality is known by the function of 
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the surplus in man. It overflows the limits of space and time. The most important 

characteristic of Tagore's idea of God is that it is not conceived as objectively real 

but it is only realised by human experience as the ideal. In 'The Religion ofMan', 

Tagore avers that we have a consciousness of some ideal of perfection in us, which 

has to be realised through the constant practice of sddhanii . He says, "We become 

aware of a profound meaning of our self at the consciousness of some ideal of 

perfection, some truth beautiful and majestic which gives us an inner sense ofcom

pleteness, a heightened sense of our own reality.'"? Man attempts to realise this 

highest ideal with the help of different prescribed means of it. 

We have already mentioned that the universe as known by man is a human 

universe and it comes again and again in the writings ofRabindranath. For example, 

the beauty and truth of nature depends on the experience of the man concerned. 

But generally, we know that truth or a scientific truth is objective in charac

ter, but not humanistic. That is to say, a scientific truth does not depend on the 

human mind or even ofhuman existence. Now the question is : iftruth is dependent 

on man, then how can it be called as truth at all, which is independent ofman or his 

existence? In reply to this question, Tagore points out that 'man' in the question 

implies an infinite mind or Upanisadic Brahman. Tagore calls this mind the universal 

human mind. It is also referred to by him as 'a being who is the infinite in man' or 

'Man the eternal' or 'Man the Divine' or 'Supreme Person'. So it can be stated that 

he used Man the eternal' in the place ofUpanisadic Brahman. 

Tagore was not a systematic philosopher. So he does not particularly raise 

the question whether the existence ofsuch mind is there or not. And how, if any, the 

existence of such principle or Person can be proved? But he was aware of the 

problem and therefore he says why he believes in such an ideal. So he points out 

that we have an awareness of the actuality of progress within us and this aware

ness comes from the supreme being. He says, "And this is why there is such a thing 

as progress in our civilization; for progress means that there is an ideal perfection 

which the individual seeks to reach by extending his limits in knowledge, power, 

love, enjoyment, thus approaching the universal.'?" The actuality ofthe universal 

being is again authenticated by the possibility of the discovery of truth by an indi

vidual.'? 
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Regarding the true nature of man or ofthe origin of religion Rabindranath 

thinks that there is something greater in us, which transcends our ordinary nature or 

behaviour. In this regard Tagore says, "Man has taken centuries to discuss the 

question of his own true nature and has not yet come to a conclusion. He has been 

building up elaborate religions to convince himself against his natural inclinations, of 

the paradox that he is not what he is hut something greater.?" 

Rabindranath has proposed the concept of the surplus in man in order to 

explain man's power of transcending the natural inclinations. When he interprets 

the Upanisadic mantra 'Manaso mana yud' (i.e. it is the mind of the mind) he 

points out that the first 'mind' stands for the 'surplus power' existing in mind and 

hence there is no tautology. Though this power exists in each and every sense

organ the mind is the first whose transformation becomes necessary initially. It is 

otherwise called by Tagore as Dvijatvapriipti (i.e.attainment ofuniversal manhood 

which has been described as rebirth of a man). 

Rabindranath has accepted the possibility of man's transcendence to the 

Universal Man. He has described this as rebirth. For Rabindranath, a man's rebirth 

( Dvijatvoprapti i is possible through his dwelling in the boundless realm of the 

surplus existing in mind etc. 

Quoting the statement of Chhandogya Upanisad 'Bhumaiva sukham ' , 

'Greatness is happiness'?' Tagore points out that happiness coexists with vastness. 

Finitude is not consistent with actual happiness. And man has a tendency or attrac

tion to the infinite and this tendency makes him tit to think that man has a reality in 

him. This reality is the eternal humanity or the supreme man to Tagore. Man, as a 

being, is involved in certain values. He nurtures some attitude towards life's main 

concerns and faith for the justification of particular ways of life. We know that the 

scriptures advise us to speak the truth and to avoid violence towards our neighbours. 

The first reason of this advice is that telling a lie and creating violence are not 

allowed by the scriptures of the different religions. The second reason is that speak

ing the untruth and to create violence cause great trouble and misery to others and 

again these deteriorate moral values and generate instability in ourselves who are 

concerned with these types of behaviours. The first reason is scriptural in the con

ventional sense. It may not be accepted by scientific mind. But the second reason is 
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humanistic in character which may be acceptable to modem scientific outlook or 

mind. 

Through sddhand one may be able to realize the universal man but 

Rabindranath has not mentioned any particular process in religious sense through 

which the mind may be able to realize the universal man. But he points out that it is 

love through which Jivandevata can be realised. Hence, he had a great attraction 

to Vaisnavism. According to Vaisnavism, God can be attained through the path of 

love (premayoga). 

Tagore's outlook was universal. He believes in internationalism. His hu

manism was not limited to India only. It is universal in the sense that it is applicable 

to all men ofall nations or countries ofthe world. Hence this humanism is applied to 

man and woman of not only India but of the whole world. Tagore was sometimes 

misunderstood by some Indians (who did not realise the essence ofhis humanism) 

and raised questions on his patriotism because ofhis universal humanistic outlook. 

Tagore's constant humanistic appeal for the unity of man and woman of the entire 

world gave him greatest honour from the like-minded writers, philosophers and schol

ars on earth. 
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~~~~\5l~9f<1j-~~ '8~~~10'1\C~'!1 ~~ I~~ ~~ 8l 

~11.~ ~~ ISffi <ml", ~~ 9\<ifur cm~ ~ C~ ~9f01 ~g~i\b'cctS 

'1~~~\5lrrn<@~~~~n;'!1ijR~~~~<ml" 

~8l~~~~~~~~~m~,(J'I~<!l~<!l"<tS~ 
~ 8l ~ ~N><1~<tS~1 '6lN>\!l"~ <ml" ~9f01~~~Q[I (J'I ~~~~ iiIDJ 
~~~~'>1t~<ml"~~Cl5UJ~~~~9fr@,~~ 

1"'lJ~IC<tS1Sffi <ml"~ ~ <ml" ~9f01~ '1~<rt ~~~ ~

"~~~9f~ 

~~~~ 

~~~et~~~et~ 

'6l~<1~1C'!1 ~'>1t~ I"~) 
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IIOrL. f 1"/0/1 C Pl.lOill-iJf!1 iJlfJ pUIJ Jlfdosof!lfJ 

"bS'-·k.'~'U~k~C\I-~'~-$~·c.'~ 

GI~'-·k.'~'U~kGl~-~'~-$~·o~ 

GI"b'-'k.'~'U~k'-~'~-$~'~' 

~'U~k'~'-~'~~-$~'..q, 

~C\I- 'k. '~t>I~~ '~~GI, -~~ - ).,~k c.\k>k ~~~ 

l@'.t?lsIffilkt> ~~~, - ~~ 'l§t>It-qt>1P/kt> 'U~k o~ -~ 'l€:J./9)~ -$~ '"b,
 

h~~~'C\I'
 
C\I"b~-'k.~: ~~~~~~Ii21Jk-~'~-~'~,
 

..q-'k. 

-~ ~ ti~~ ').,~k~~' /jft>l&qt>iPtgt> -~~U~k , '&~ -BE~'S, 

GI'~-'k.~ -~ ~~~~~ 'U~k GIS -~'~k W-$~ 'GI, 

GI"bGl-·k. ~-

~ ~J6. 'l:&.~k!k.t41I>C\~,.~lS 'tI:?t>1t-4t>/pf-tt> '~~QJ1lJ -~'~~ - BJ!..f.Wili. .~ ( 
~~'-'k. '~(;\~, '~~kJ...q~ -~~~lQ) 

~~~~ '~J 'O~GI, ).,~kAA)6 '~.JxW>jl ~~~ 'G,~)S - ~~', c. 
..qo~ - 'k. -~ ~ ~&q(>1Pfkt> '~Irvfot>~'~ -~ '0, 

GloC\l-'k. '~- ~tc. ~'t)6 '~~ '~-L~ '~Jk -$~ '~ 

~'..q 

C\I' -'k. i&W6 .. G~./x!1JA'~ 'lMtJ-J! -~'~ - ~~k~~'"b 

S..q~-·k.'~:~~ 

')"~k~~~ '/jft>I&(j(> ~ 'lli.~J¥, J1:-.t. >} lli.~ -~ 'foC\;t>Jld~U)t - ~~k~ 'C\I 

GI~c. -'k.Jl.o~~~.L..~ &k.l!i:, 'U~k~Gl8 -~'~ -BE~'~ 

~li'~ - 'k. :ki?:]6 ~-'.';\~t?~~ 

').,~kY?~~~ , '<1')GI')k.J 0~ t!tiJ ~~h -j~ '~k W -$~ 'S
 

..q..q(;\ -'k.'~ ~ 'l:!)i;\&j<;"iJg f».l!i:, '<l>._.U~~k \GI-~'~ -$~ '(;\
 

"b 1,..q - 'k. '~- '.';\i~ li~~ - k...hl(;\ '~JJo -l.\.~ '~- ~~L~.W;> '~
 

~{) ~ - 'k. :k= J?,:]6 

'~-~ til,~~ 'b~kY?~C\bill...~ '/jft>!(,QQ~i> ,~, - '~.J>~'~ - $~', 

~k~~ 

,r~~:: :'th~ ~:,~ ~t~ k tt 

http:k.Jl.o~~~.L
mailto:l@'.t?lsIffilkt


AA~ '5lN,ig3\!)f~ )j"'l~~~~ 'w' m\!)Q1C9(~9f'lf'1~~ 

'5lfbig3\!)ll ~'5l~C~'4C~ ~~~~'5lj"'l~Ul~'5l19\o1 "'l11l,jfflc<llfb~<lIIC'4~ 

~~ ~I "1f~ ~18 ~Ul<tS~~~'5l"rn~~<111 ~ 

~'>;!JC"11C<lI~~~~~9f'l'in,~~,'5l"rn~~~~9f~ 

~9fM<111 ~~Ul~~~~~! ~~~Ul~fb~f<tc{ll'i'f! ~,~~ 

~~~~~ c'iJc<1 orn~~98f~~~~~ ~18 

~~<111 

~~>tJl1\bUl~~~~~~~~~,~'t~ ~g 

"~Ul~~~, ~~~ 

'i~~, 

~~-"~ 

~~~~~0fCC'\<111 ~<f'11~-Ul~~"0~~J1J'5l~IO'f~ ~~ 

~,~~ I ~ ~~ C~~~ ~~<11, ~~98f c<l'1~~~18 

~<11;~~1 ~~i¢f,Xftijf.m!c<l~~,~~I~ fb~~~Jl1\!),~ 

Ul~~~~,~ ~~~~1ffil1 

W~~'>;!J~~ ~~~fb~<lIj~"'l1 ~~~~<jlt!t~rc~~ 

Ul~~ '5lN,ig3\b! <mf,<mf '¢llf<t'i\b ~ I i¢f'9fBr't\b <r.Pf C~~~ <lSfG'f m 
Ul~ 98f Ul<tS M \5llflc{l~ ~~ J'[,~1ta1~ ~&1~~1C'q~ ~G11 ~ 

~<jlt!t~tt~~~ ~~Ji$fl'4~~~<mf\"4rn~~ I ~98f~-.:~ 

,*'i'fJ~~Of~ ~<jlt!t~rc~Woo c<l~~~~~,~~ 9l8ii1Rl>\!) 

~ M'<TlI<U~'5l'&~'~~I~ 9f@'~<lIf<t\!)lfflc\!) I Of~~~-

''f~~~<Wl, \Sf1f~~~ Of 

~f4s-£l~-' 

~~? . 
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C~@I5f11 1'" 
"lWJ~~'1 <f'[-:'T icml C'if"Cii: C~ ~3T~J;~J-T<i'~~~Xfv.T:1, ~1~r<r C~ i ~"[~ 

«4: m ~~~ I ~~ ~ ~~Il<R C~T<f. ~Jfu, C9f[\5 ~ ~~'~ J;~t1' 

~,~ ~ilSfil ~ (,<1- ~ ~ ~Q[ "[t;~\ "11~, .pJ~ 9@9ff@ ~f~ J;~l 

~I <!1~~~~@~!<l~~--

"I5I'ij"j"i~,~<!N~~ 

~~ frTf~~r.1 ~ ~ G11J (" 

-r~~,~'~f<ls~~!<l~~~\51~~~I'!l41t!1~lc<1J, 

~1Zj~~W1~~ c<T ~~ ~ ~F.<l) "1,,¥J'!l~>iJ \gl:li!tjlr!'!l Th~~~ I -fl~ 

nt~~~~ ~~~~~~~9@~<!1~~~1 '!l~I5:t<ij(~ 

Rrn, c~rmr, ~.mpr~J~ '1i'!l""11W f<f.mT.9f ~01M1~~ ~<!1<q~ 11l'00M<l'~(.<i'!l 9f!<l c<rI]l 

~9f9@~~~~ ~~C~<!1~~~i 

~415:t"1lC~"lWJ ~~~~g 'i1G 9f<fu! 9fR1~N~ ~ i 2l~ 9f<ftrn ~N 

fi9f\5 ~C~ "f~WP~ I .i]~"11fu>9f\5 ~~~~'!l -.rr.~ ~r<mf ~ ~ 9fR1~N'~ 

~I 2l~~"1'¥JR~!'f~~1~<q~~-~i m~~~~~·~~~~ 

~ I -fl~~~f<l ~~VCi~ I ~~~, "J,)lJf5~rn ~~ 9f<f'w1 ~~~ 

~C~~9fR1~N~~~1 

~. ~~9t~ <lJR3>~~ ~fl~~ 

~. ).~'it'5~fl~~'$1 ~~ 

~">'Ri"!~ 2l!(j'"! ~~mm~<!1~1SR fu><I<r~~~~ <!1<q~ ~~ 

~~fi~9f ~'1l<ffil1 R>\~ "lWJ(j~ -fl<f'lSRfu><I<r~~~~BfJ19f ~'~, ~~ 

1~ 1~ \5l1011C'f'!l ~ 2lRJ'~1\!) ~ 150i <!11~ ~'StFri~ \5l~ ~ Fri~~~ ~ i 

'!141t!1<ilt~~- "Only when we detach one individual fact ofdeath do we see its 

blankness and become dismayed.": 

<!~~~~ 15~"1 ~~ "1Jfu> J!im e1)1"i~j~1Jl9lT c<! ~ ~~9ftqrj 

~~ ~ Hrn <rm I ~~ ~ vn:r f{! I ~9lT 'ffrr<! ~17.<l) ~'1 <pr.1 Hrn <rrn I 
~!<l~~ '~,~r~~ c.<n:<!, <!1<lSffl <t-'1i15 c<F-IPl ()W1" f{! I ~ <!~~~~ '~ 

~ 01115-~15 ~~', ~~ ~,~ "1IG'f- iX>l11ffi ~ ;grj~'ij"j C<1>1!<lrn? ~ 

f.1"I'A ~~~? ~!"lrn ~r.<T?f~ <J[-~~ m~~ ~~ m~1, m '{l~ ~ m~lrn 

C<Jf"lJ <{'8 I"~ <!1 <!1<ti ~ ~~ I -fl~ ~~ '5f~ ~ (}f.fi!15 ~9fffi ~ I ~~ 

~~m:~~ "1JW-:'T~~~~~'"f~ drcG'f 00 I ~--~m, c<T -~~ 

C'51~~, ~ C'51~<t>:<Tt~1 C"[G'f~~)!~Wf.~9f~~~~~~9f''1~ ~11 i~~ 

\';?lm~ "cf]~ c<! i1)~fij C~1'i'f ~ (~, ~~~m-c-<f'~ ~ '<n~~1i9f ~0 ~ fvi-rn ~1 
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~~~I 'GWC<fi1r.i11~~~~~rrn 1"'~\,C<PI~~~~9ft~\
•

-<!l~~~ '1S@~~~~ 9j)~1ItBl<fi, ~Cf@ I ~~ 'ID"'fi{-'~~ 

~~~1~"'~~\<j)9firyi*~~,~~~,~Rv.:!~~ 

;rt' I"'" ~\,~~~ C~ \*1Liij~~~ \5fj~lO't~ ~~~ c!l<r\ 

~"~0~1 

~. ~. ~~ i1rg'O~hl ~fl 

-.m~"1~ 1lf;~~1 ~ '(g@ 9\RliijRl>~ ~ 0- ~~Jf5~rn~'(g@ 0 ~Wwf 

c!l<l\~"~0~~~~~~~1W#I~~0

~ ~<qi1(.<fi~~9f~~~ 0, ~~ ~~~~ I ~\, c!l~ 

,,-~ ~~~, <I1~J~I~ ~~Woo ~9 ~~ I ~,~ ~~~ 

~~~~~~~~,Wwf~~1 ~~'ID"'fi{-"0~ 

f51~<qi1 ~~~~~~~f.1Qi1 ~~Dm, ~~~9@~~ml 

~<[~'Of~0rn~~~~~~~~I"·~\,~"\">li@~~ 
~~~~~c!lffi~~\5lt~1O't1~~9~m~·1 

~~~-~~0<fii1J~~f<lW1!~'1~,01~~~~~ 

'G~ c!l<l, ~ 'G '11~ 4ft~~ ~~'1~~~~ I c!lffi ~~ 

~~~01c!l~~c!l<r\)j?1~~~1~~c!l~<t'i1Jl>1'Sf<l~<l~9f~ 

~'1 ~~~~9ff51c!l~~~~~~~\5l1~C'11~~~"~_1~ 
~-

"<11 C~ <r1 ~ 

<r1-~ ~ \5f1X11, 

on~~~9fM 

~ ~tiij<ql>111 

~~~'11C~ 

c!l~~\S~~, 

~~~~ 
f.'r~-~~ I"~o 

~~'ID"'fi{-~~ ~<l"'lC<t' 9fRl'1~ ~~ 1 ~c!l<l, ~'1~~,~ 

W<IT1f~~~~M~~~~iST1"'l~11~t!t~lC~~-

"<r1-~~~~ ~ 

c!l~ ~ \5lfC~liST~, 

~~~N<r~-

~~'1 ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ I"~~ ~~~i" ~'i'{\5 

1lf;~~1~~~~~~~~~~\5l1~1O't1~~~1 

~.~~~~~~ 

~~JTb~rn~~~~~~~\5l~~C~~9\RliijRl>~~1 
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~9f~~~~<fl<fl~~9f~~G!~.i 
"1Vf"ffl ~<lJF$~ 1re~~?1 2l~ x'mpr~W1" <fFp~ fux1<r <1Tfu.~~~ 

\S ~\!)31 ~9f c£1<r, ~'{!J j'{~ ~~ 1re~~11 N~I~ ~ ~'{!~ 1)~ ~9f t;f'1J 

~~I ~~~--c£1~9f~~~C~~fu8"<l>~~'{!J0c£1<1$ 

~~~\5T,~-'iI~~\5T~m~~~1 ~(~~-"Welose 

sight ofthe wholeness ofa life ofwhich death is part. ,,~'" ~ ~~ 1re~~11 ~<p 

\5T~ ~~ >j>;ij~<r'8' <p"@ <r~~~ ~9~, \5~ ~'{!J c£1~ ~~11" <!l~ <l~~ 

9jR:<t5~i1rn ~~ :.!.101\!)~· ~" \5T~~ C~ \51<l(P1t"<tS<i ~~~ '5lrnI 

~xIfu;~·i111 ~~~~~~~<rrnl \5~~~f?:<r~ 

~~ ~~~ ~9 <P"@"'111 ~~ ~\S ~~~, 'f5J <P"@, 

c<n:r.1, ~ <P"@, j'{'<l3~ <P"@ c£1<r, ~fi;1<1fD'1l 

~~~-2lf9~c£1<t$~~1 ~\S~~~~~~I 

~" \5T~~ C~~ \S ~~ 2J19~ \51f<lt~,~~~~ I 

<J'(Pf ntiMf~ ~~\S ~ \S ~ 9f1-C\51G11 c£1<r, 9f1-~ ~- W~ <t5t11~"'I, C<t51~\S 

j'{'(~~~JIDT'{!i;1";I~,~~\S<rI~~~~~~1 

i&1 <1'1 t<t5 ~9f \51N, &\!) <P"@ ~~ ~-~~ 9fi-C\51G11 c£1<r\ 9fi-c<M1 

~~ ~, ~9f ~\S ~9f 'SF1! \S ~"ffi l!l~ J'j"ll(.<ic"~ ~?ffi ~ I 

l1~t!f"'l~~

'~'lI~~~~~C~, 

~~~9f1-~ 9fi-c<M1I"~<\5f1"<!m,~9ft 0 

2119~f ~\5 \5ft<t5 ~~ j'{'(~~ ~ <P"@ ~~ ~- ~"Il-~ ~ ~9f 

~~ 011i;1@\!) ~ I ~ C<li1 ~ '5lrn ~'{!J C<li1 ~ i c£1<P~ ~ <P"@ ~~ 

<rrFfi1-

'~9ft ~-~-C'ffC'lm 

~~~R C~mJ1'~p~fU-rn 1"~"\5f1"<!m,~~~ 

~~.~ ~~4mr<Tr~~-~ c£1<r, ~ c<r<1 c£1~ <i~9f~ ~ ~, ~" 

1f¥.~ ~l1J~ 0 ~~~ c£1~ rM1119f ~~ (ff~f<lt"1<1I~Qf-n~<1[~

'~rM, ~ ~f.r.<Rg ~ 1"~1 c£1~~i1~i1~ ~j<{ <fl@\5Tfut.~~~~ 

f.mJ~1 

~" ~~~~ <r~ f.lgxrc<lf c£1~ C<t51<i\S <iJf~~ ift-<fCif~ \59]~ ~. 

~ UTIf, \5~ \581 ~ <ufu;~~~ 9ff~ W(Y!\S 2ll'i~~~ '(feG -n I 
~~l1JNrn~ c.~\5T~t<t5 ffi\;'BT <urn ~~'i~~9f~"li c-n:r I ~~ 

~-c£1~ ~ <!l<Pqjf.l ~ c:<lT.(f ~ I W~~ c!l11" cfl<f."1Bi '5l~ <rI ~~ I 

~ cfl~ j'{'((Qf c£1ffl W~ \5T~ ~C.\!)~~ I~m:'<f?! \5f<Trn- "The towing 
rope binds a boat, but is the bondage its meaning? Does it not at the same time draw 

the boat forward?": "<rwl?! C.'if-c'cfI\S ~ <fl~ <p~ ~ i ~~J ·<j\~~H 18¥!<!Ir@ <r4f.t~ 

DT~~\S ~<®fC<p ~ <P"@ ~1, ~~ft<t5\5T<1J~ ~ I cf1{, ~8<f. ~~ 9ffu~l:\5 
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~<f1t!f;j1C~~~f,p11(3pr~~~9f'Ul~~m-~~~~-" .... ifdeath 
is understood in its properperspective, we shall find it to bea stage that givesto life 
an onward direction." ~~ 

~Q(~-~~~9f~<t\ ~'f~~9f1 ~9ft~~ 

9@'1.9~;pf 'l~ ~~, ~~ ~'BIl9ft <P'1 ~ I ~9f1\!)1ttC~~~ ~~ 

~~I M'¥I~e-f'lf~rnl ~~~I ~%9ft~~l:lJQ!~ 

~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 ~!</ 

~

'~'ll,~ 

~~'i~

'Olqt<qlt~~ C~ ~ 

1ffiT DC"! 'OlfC'11C<qI1 

~1~C"'l'!l~~ 

~9ff.{~~~, 

~~~~, 
~<P'1~I"~lr ~,~~~ 

~~<t\~1 

~Q(~-~~'f«lS~~~~~~<ml" ~ I~,~ 

~~~'f~>j~;q\!)IC<fl~~~~~~~·1 ~Q(~~~ 

~~~Mll~f&C<fl~~~~1 ~~~~~~~ 

~~~~,Wf~~~~~~~~~~9fQ(~~~1 

~~,~c~~~~~~~~,Wf~~~1 ~Q( 

~-'~~~~'8l~,~~~? 8l~~~~~~ 

Ol"l:lJM~9frf<fl'ft ~I ~Wfll1l~~ ~~, ~~~~~

~~~'1f~~~~~*'1J~~~,~~~~~~~ 

~~m I M~~0l"l:lJM~9frffb~~<f1;j\!)1 ~~,~, C\5i~ 

~~~I"~~~\,~~~~~~~'Ol"1JI~CI'rn~<t\~~~~1 

~, '!l<f1o:t~fC~~~ 0l"l:lJ M ~(.qfb~J~~~~~ I ~'f~ 

*~~,~~~~<t\~~~~~~~Q(~

*m~~~~F1~~~~~~,~~~~ 
~'OlN>I!fi~ ~~9f~;q~"1C~'!l ~'CfCG I ~<f1tit;jIC~~

'~~*m ~~~<fffif, 

~~"1~J~C$ ~~~ 
~~~ ~crn tfIm I"~o 

~,~~~~~~mcm9ft~~'f~~I~r<ll~<fl\!lI,~ 

~<t\~ ~'f~~~ I ~,~~ 'Ol1~1(Y!'!l ~l;jM<fl~l~ 9fQ(, 

~I1J1M!<fl\!)1'!l9fQ(\S~~Cl'rn1 ~'19'~~~~~~~~ 
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<fl@, ~~~~~~n'i1~ r.ct<m:J I ~<fl~"l~\C<;jl~~<fl@ ~~ I 

~~~ ~~l~.r["l C'm I ~,m~'@?8r~\5lM~~~~ 9fffu I 
~~~--"c£l~~~~c£l<l$~'i1~~ I c£l~~~ 

<:r~~ c£lVl C~ \5~~ ~~~~ <:rn:J, \5~ ~'i'(J 8g~ c£lVl \5l1"'i!Ut~ C"l"~m 

CiSll1'GIC<P wmr~~~Pffitrn C'm I"~' 

~~~~~ ~~~ ~ JI~-'lg~, ~-~.~ ~ 

~:!lf'1~~<11~~~C'm1 ~~~-" «:[~i®"lt't'1 

~~~~~~, ~~~~~~~'@~~c£l<r,c£l~ 

\5l"l~~C\5~\5l1"'iIUf~~I"~~~-~Q1~~<r'@~~1 ~C~'i1'{3 

~,~ C~'i1'{3 ~ I ~" ~'i1\5~\5l~~~~c~ ~~ 
"foTC<p~~«:[xtfu;~,\5l~~~~~\5lI"'iIOt~~~~ 

"ltrfuom~~ I ~---<l'I:Tf, ~-~, ~-~~'@~~\5lr~ICl1~\5l~~re\'j~~ 

~~ OOJ I ~41frt"lrc~~- '~P1<pr:H ~9fr:fl ~ ~W'I, 

~9f ~ \'jjc'11"'i"l'f ~ \5T7Y1, 

omD~omD~~~ 

'5\'5i C~~ ~l\5j C~~ ~l\5j C~~ I"~" 

<.f1~~~~~~'4'~ ~~, ~~~~~ \§;H"'1c<1'~~~ I 

c£l~9f'@~~_<:r!(/f'4'~~9f"l"~~ I ~~~- "To live in 

perfect goodness is to realise one's life in the infinite."~8~" ~"1"lC<fl ~9f, 

f<1fWi:~1iC9f ~'1J ~ «:[ ~~~~~ c£l<fl '{3 \5l~ ~<11 ~ 

'@~ ~ ~~J<:<1\~ \5l1i1<:"'f~ '@~ <fl@ ~ I c£l<fl!(/f ~<fl@ ~~~

"~~ :!lf~ '1U! <:[\5~~ ~

C<fl1~ 'lg~, C<fl1'<li'{3 ~, C<fl1!(/f ~~ I I 

~ Q1~~~9f,'ig~~ ~ 'i~~~9f, 

~~ <rc<T W ~~ \5l1~ 9fW! ~ II"~~ 

'@~ ~~- c£l~~ <ri i1ji11~C"11<:l C~~~~~~~ I 

"...:~~m"1~' ~<:r~~ ~ 11";6~,,~, CX1i<fl,~, mm<:l-m 

~~<111 ~~~-"~~ ~<11 <;jl~,~c£l~ ~<11;~~ ~<11 

~,.c£l~~<11;~~~<11mm<:l,~c£l~~<11;~~~~~~,~ 

~ c£l~ ~<11I"~' 

~1\'j1f<1<j\\'jlC<1~~ '@~rf9f\5~ «:[ ~ ~"JF'9rc<fi ~'i1\5 ~<:rN ~"1i1C<j\~ ~ 

c£l<r, ~~~~~ <ffil~ ~"1i1C<P ~W<fl@, 'WT c£l~ "1JN30'i1\5~~~ 

"l"11?\5l~~C~~'@~~>j~J'@~1 

c£l~~~~41frti1fC~~ ~ c£l~ «:[-~~ 'S~'@~ >j~J 

c£l<r, ~ '@~~1<f I ~~'l~~ c£l~j~ DR 8 I ~ 'i~~~\5j\i3J~ <fl@ 

~\5l~~"'i~ \5lH"'fCG11C<fl ~of ~r.~ crn-~ ! ~ '\5:rt~'~~~ '\5ftl:ffi1 
~~'<r1 ":f~~.;rm<57r'«ll~~~~ I ~~<rC~i;-. 
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"'{3@, ~ \II'F! e-r @, <$1' ~~

~~-fl~~'5\1~~~1 

~~~[~J~(frI, MVJJC~~~~, 

~~OO-flUl~on~~

~~$~-fl~'l~~~II"~"~~~-fl~ 

<t>f~~~~~~~~~'r~~,\51~~,~9f0~'¢ll~"I1Ciill<'f'1 

~~~~9f~~"'{3~~~~'6\1~"I1'iC~J'¢l~"t~crnlSfo'U~~~ 

iSttPl(Jl~~ I ~~- "~on~ c<n'it~-fl~~ @, 

~~C'5D1~ 

~~~~@I"~~ 

~~~mrn~~ot~l~~~~~k<'f'~'t~~~~~~ 

9flffir 9frniilM ~ I 

(~) ~.~~'¢l~~~~~~~9f9iil~~1 ~~JM!ll~ 

-fl~ ~'5If~~"t~~~JC"llc<'f'~~~~. I 

oo ~~~~~\5~~$P~C~~~I-fl~ 

~~~I~~Jfb~1~-fl~~~'5l1~C"l1~~~~1 

(~) ~~~~~~-fl~~~~~IS~~c<P~~9f'5lf;&\5~ 

~I ~~~"'llC~~~~~t1J~ "1~JC"l'f<lS ~~-n~~t~C<IWf?:fl~i~~ 

<n~~~m'f&<ll ~~~-'~~t1J ~-fl~on~~~ 

~~ (Jf&R-fl~~~'5il~~~~on~, (Jf~~ 

~~on-(Jf~~"1~'iilt~l~~~~~I"'"o~~~~c<r

~~Jfb~1~~~~~Nrn~~~~~9ffu'1e:f~0f(frI"1 

~~~-~~~~o:rnl ~~m~~~ 

9f9l)?'lmc<'f'~~~1 ~~~~-fl~c<!-"~Wf~~~ 

~\5t~~~~'5l1~1Cq~~~~C9f\5on-- ....... ~C\51~~IC<'f' 

~~<roo~'t~ ~~~ C\5"'l -n~ 9fi&~ -~, ~ c<! ~~, ~~~ 

~~I ~~<Q~~~~<Q~~~~I ~_~~~~9f@1 

~ <Q~~ C~ C'i'fra'[~~m ~~ I ~ <fl'fNrn c<r~, \5TlC~~ 

~~c<r.,(JfC\51~~,(Jf~o:rnl"'"~-fl~~~~~~~~~ 

~- "(Jf~ c<r"'l~~ 

R~9rn\5t@ 

~~~ 
0Tf1)1'e c<r ~~<fSf@ I 

~~~<'f''@ 

~~~'{3r:'ii1~ 

15P'11~~~ 7:':I';r 
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~lfl<l$$fi9f ~ C'I1'1<1lM~i:j, \5T~$fi9rfG C~ 2l}j::t~rn 9[9i ~lfl~ ~~~ 

'5lNJiS'jj ~ C'fMS1®~ ~9f ~9 ~'8m ~ I 

~~\S~"i5@rn w<l'~fc<l5 CC1~~ ~<flffl~~ ~~~Ui~~~~ ~~ 

~~ <:'1'f<fif~~ ~C~~C'1"'l ~~~ 9f@,¢!~~~~~Nrn~9f~ ~1"'lP1~E'1 

m'1 ~ ~ <ufu;~ \5lN,iS3~rc<l5~~ I Qf~~~-'~ 

~<;f~1"'lJ~,~~~~~~C'i'fG'f1 ~~~~-~~~~~~~ 

'5l@r~~9f@R1 m~9ffi~~~C~~W~~~~ 

~~~I'5l@r~~~,i$11'i1"'lC~~iStl"'lI'11~~C~rn~~ 

~9f~<rrn"'l11 ~~~('<[~~~9f~9frn,~~~~~1 

m ~9ffi ~~~~~ ~ I ~~ <ufu;~~'i~-'1.~~~~ 

~~~ ~ <:I'm I""" ~~,~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ 1ifrn 
\5l'i1c'11~"'l~~~~~~~9ffi~ ~ 1 ~~ ~~~ \5l'8f'3 ~ 

Ql- "i$11'i1"'lC<fS ~~~C~~ ~~ Nrn ~~ ~ I Ql ~ 'i51l C9fUT 

~lfl~ ~<1"'lC<1l~ ~~ '9f@~~~(~ ~~ ~<1"'lC<1l Of 9frn 
Fli ~ Qf ~~~~~~ f<i&1fil~rn~~ I Ql CG'fI<fS~ ~FtrnFtrn 

~<R't~~ Qf ~ 9frn, ~ Qf ~Qf~;rn-, QfWI""8~~, 

~~~c~~c<rfij~,~;~~C~\5l'i1C'11<lS"'l'~~~,WI~~ 

~\5l~~~~ ~~~~l1'<51~"'l1"'l1 ~,~~ ~9ffi~~~~ 

~Wfrncrrn·1 m~~~ ~ ~9fi@"'l11 ~9f~'1~~~~~ 

~1efl ~~tft"'llC~~- "In the very core ofthe world's heart stands immortal 
youth. Death and decay cast over its face momentary Shadows and pass on; they 
leave no marks of their steps- and truth remains fresh and young.""a 

~~~~~('<[-~'61r~lCl1~<ufu;~~~~~'3 

~'1~ ~~"'l1, ~~~ C"f1~f<i~'1, ~, ~ ~9f1t \5l1"'l1Cl1~ ~~ C~~ 

~I ~~~~~-~~~~l1;~~1~\S1~1~~~~~~~ 

~~ ~~J"'l~"'l >1i$11'i1~1~ ~~~fu@'5@I1 ~~tft"'lfC~~-

''1:5~ ~ ~ C<;fl ~~ ~ '5l@r I 

~~~~~~'5l@r-~, 

~~~OIT@, -n~~~05l@, 

~mn;~MC"'l~ ~'5l@r I""~ 

'¢!~ ~~ \5lop11r.~ ~ ~ ~ ~"'l11 ~~ ~- " ..... ~ 

\5f~~~~FrnM~c<l5I~'3~~~~~~,~~m:~~~~ 

~1 ~(.<[~~~'3Qf~1 '5l@r~~~~(.<[ 

~~9f"'l~fu~1~'11~~~-~~~I~~m:~~~(.<[ 

~~ ~fuC~~~\5l'8f~~ I Qf'3 ~ ~~, '5l@r'3 ~~ 

~ I ~~~'tr1" m:~ '5l@r'3 ~~ Qf'3 ~ ~- I"'" ~~ C<11t1 ~~ 

\5lf~lCl1~ m:~~~~, ~~~ ~~"I~'e \5lf~lCl1~ ~~~ C<11~~ 1 
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~~~<l'@'l11'l~m~Gi1<l'l1':il(31~~~~<l'@~~ 

~ \5l1~1O'T~ ~ ~I~<ll>irn ~ ~ '6~ I <!I~'<ff ~ <f)@ ~~ '~' <f'f<lJ~ 

~~ ~'~ <l5M~lfLk~~

' ~~ 

~~~~~~ 

Wc:o-mr~1 ~~ 

<!I~~~<f~~~, 

~<!I~~~~ II""" 

<!I~ ~"@ m m -.:ufu;~ ~~ 9f~ ~~ ~"@ "l~J <r~ \51~ 

~~~~~ ~ ~~, ~~ ~ \5lr~W1~ ~ fb~\5lt<l5I~~, ~l~<l~f~ ~9f (!j~~R5 

~I ~~~~~~~~, fb~Mc~t~~~~~~~ 
~I ~~~~~\5I@~'6~~<n1 ~<!I~'6\51~~\5I~~ 

\5l~(o~~~~<fCG1~ I " .....~~1~~~~~~ I""~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~<f)@<fCG1~ 9f'rn<f

"<!IVft '5If~ ~~
 

<!IVft cstt ~>j \C1 ~Pi'&,
 

<!IVft en ~~
 

<!IVft cstt W'9f1<1"'l1
 

<!1m! on ~'t~~,
 

'\5l'Ml~~~ ;
 

<!1m! j'[~$[, <!Im!~,
 
80 

<!1m! cstt 'mf"t-j'[f~ I" 

~~j'[~ 

~. ~nf 9f@ - f5;m - J{$~, ~~ ~~, ~ - ~m ~OO\!l, 

9J~ -~~8 I 

~. "\5I<fJ~~ ~~1F! <fJ'9'~~ '51~~ I \5I<fJ~~1(O'lJ<f ~~ ~1 

9lRWt<l'llll ~ I ~b-II" - ~~~r, ~~~ C>1"T, ~ - ~~9.({, 

9J~ - ~~ I 

e. ~nf 9f@ - ~- J{$WI51, ~~~ ~~, ~ - ~mRf ~OO\!l, 

9J~ -~~\!l - ~~8 I 

8. "l~ J - ~R~1 - ?fW"t!f?fD'ft~'m, ~~~1~ ~1~ ~, ~'<S - ~ \51-;1 , 

~ - c9ft<r ~ 8 ~ ({, 9J~ - 9. 0 I 

({. l1J~\5l<l'~-~~,~~~,~-~ooo,9J~-9.~ 

~. ~~ - Xjl~f.jC<l5~'l - ~41t!t~5""<1Jfj, ~~~, ~ -~, ~

c9ft<r ~ 8 ~ ({, 9J~ - ~\!l~ \ 
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't.	 ~~ - xrl~HC<tl~~ - ?1~dj?11)"Il<1~, ~Q,)~, ~ - ~~, ~ 

c9it<r ~ 8 ~ ({, 9J~ - ~\!)~ I 

1:r.	 "l~J '8 \5l"l\5 - ~fWfrn:<l'\5"l - ?fW&?n)'11~, ~~~<n~ ~1~~, 

~ -.,,~, ~ -em ~ 8 ~ (1:, '1~ - ~I!l~ I 

(;1. "l~J '8 \5l"l\5 - ~fWR"«Tl\5"l - ?fW"tl1?fli'11~, ~~<n~ ~1~~, 

~ -.,,~, ~ -em ~8~(1:, '1~ - ~I!lCl: ! 

~o. ~g;Wr, ~~~, ~-'¢TrNrT )80~, '1g- ~31 I 

~ ~. ~(S1Wr,~~~,~-\5l~ )80~,'1g - ~81!l1 

)~. 'fJ ~\5I<f~ - ~~, ~~ ~~~, ~ ~~ ~ooo, '1g - 9. ~ I 

~I!l. m<f"l - <l'M<l'1 - ?f<f!"tl1?fliiJFrift, ~~~1~ ~1~ ~, ~~ - ~ 151~ , 
~ -em ~ 8 ~ (1:, '1g - ~b- I 

~8. ~'1 - (;TvrtfJ - '7$ro~l, ~~~1~ ~1~~, ."rT - \Sf!"i~ffif ~ 0 o e , 

'1g - 1!l~8 I 

~(1:.	 l11~ - 9fRlV'i<T - ?fW&?fliiJ1~, ~~~ ~1~~, ~ - \5l~~, 

~ -em ~ 8 ~ (1:, '1g - ~ 9.1!l I 

~~. 'fJ ~\5I<f~- ~~, ~~~, ~- ~ooo, '1g -~9.1 

~q. ~~ NC;'I''IN, ~~ C1W!, ~ - ~ ~~~, '1g - q ~ I 

~ 1:r. ~ - ~41di~/)"Il<qG1l, ~~ ~~, ~ -~, ~ - e~ ~8~(1:, 

'1g - ~ (;1 ~ - ~ (;1 ~ I 

~(;1. ~~9fRlD'J, I!l - ?[<f!"tl1?[li'1l<foft, ~~~~ ~1~~, ~~ - D~(Xf, 

~ -em ~ 8 ~ (1:, '1g - ~ ~~ I 

~o. 9ffu 05"%f - ~~9f - ~41di~/)"II<qG1l, ~~~, ~ -~, ~

em ~8~(1:, '1g - b-~ I 

~~. ~ - Xf1R!lf.k<l'\5i1 ~41di~f)"Il<q~, ~~~, ~ -~, ~ - em 
~8~(1:,'1g-~q(1:1 

~~. '@' ~"'<f - ~ - ?[<f!"tl1?[li'11~, ~~~~ ~1~ ~, ~~ - .,,~~, 

~ -em ~8~(1:, '1g - 88(;11 

~I!l. (<IS) ~~ - ~41"tl1~/)"Il<qG1l, ~~~, ~ - .,,~, ~ - em ~ 8 ~ (1:, '1g

~9.(;11 

(~) 'ffl~t<1~t"l,~~,~~~,~-~~~ ~80~, '1~-8~1!l1 

~8. >fJ ~\5I<f~ - ~~, ~~~, ~- ~ooo, '1g - q(;11 

~(1:. 'ffl~t<1~1""1,~~~,~- ~~~~ ~80(;1, '1g - ~I!ll!ll 

~~. ~ \5l~ - 2t~ ~ -- <f.rJl9ff.t1fl1, ~~g - ~~, ~ - ~(;1(;1I!l, 

'1~-I!l~1!l1 

~9..	 ~~rT 151~D5~ ''<fl<l'g'' - ~ - ?[~?[li'Y1~, ~~~ ~1~~, 

~ -~, ~ -em ~ 8 ~ (1:, '1g - 89.0 I 

~1:r. \5l1~ -~ e~1- '7$ro~l, ~~~~ ~1~~, ."rT - \Sf!"i~m- ~OOI!l, 
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"1~-~~ctl 

~~. ~~,~~~,~-~~80~,"1~-({({ I 

~o. ~ ~r~~~ "~~~'~ - ~  ?f~?rli"ir~, ~~~~ ~~~, 

~ -~~, ~ - c:9fl<r ~8~({, "1~ - 8cto I 
~~. ~~9\ftr~~, ~ - ?fW&?ffi'ff~, ~~~.n~ ~1<f~, ~~ - D~'I(lCf, 

~ - c9fl<r ~ 8 ~ 1", 9J~ - ~ ~I!:) - ~ ~8 I 

~~. ~(Sffi'r, ~~~, ~ -~ ~80~, "1~ -~~ i 

~~. ~bl.!F<I'~rt4S~rr~~ ~~~8 -Ul~ ~I 

~8. ~~ 9\fiD~, ~ - ?fW&?ffi'ff<Jffl, ~~~1~ ~1~ ~, ~~ - D~ 'l(lCf, 
~ - c:9fl<r ~ 8 ~ ({, "1~ - ~ ~~ I 

~({. ~ ~'OI<P ~ - ~~, ~~~, ~  ~ooo, "1~ - ~ ~~ I 

~~. 'ffl\5Pi\5tr1, ~, ~~~, ~ - ~Gi1 ~ ~ 8 o~, "1~ - 8~({ I 

~ct. <r<~ - ~ - ?fW&?ffi'ff<Jffl, ~~~.n~ ~1<f~, ~~ - ~~~, 

~ - C:9fl<r ~8~({, "1~ - 8rr~ I 

~rr. 4J.~J - ~Vf'fJ- "ffi13ro\5"r, ~~~ ~~~, ."., - ~~rR ~oo~, 

"1~ -~~~ I 

~~. ~ "11Mlf.k<lS\5~ - :q~dt:qb'lI<q~, ~~~, ~ -~, ~ - c:~ 

~ 8 ~ ({, "1~ - ~ct({ I 

80. ~'f - lCfl~M(;<l)~Ol - ?f~~, ~~~ ~~, ~ - ~~, 

~ - c:~ ~8~({, "1~ -~~~ I 
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'di'fhT <WK<l15iJ ~1~ICq~ <f1~ <f1~ ~ '1'~ I ~ ~m <f1~ MOSiCq~ 

;~~I~-~,\!3~-~~,~-~\!3!T0~~ 

~~~'¢jmlcq~~xt~,'diC~~~~I<f1*;qj~~~~~ 

~~~ ~1~~~-~c<M~,\5~9f~®S~ 

Jj\~~~<f1~ Jf\~ ~9f, ~'t '511>i~f01 \!3 ~fb<rl@~ ~9fm m ~~~ 

~ I >i~<rId91il~(f<r\xt~ ~<{C~<rBr~ ~~) '511~~~~ 

9ffu<M-~ ~'51"m~~ \!3 ~-~'t ~~~f.j I~'¢jl~lcq~~~ 

<f1~~~~'51"m~ ~Jf1~~'t \!3 Jf\~'t~ ~ '51r~ITm1\!3 ~~ 

vm:r-~ '51"M ~-~ ~ I <f1~ 9ffuc~ ~~, '51"TJ iQ<lnJ, >i~<rl~il 

9jMC<i"i<iICq~ '51 ICG4Ic<fS, <f1~~~ ~~i}f"lltQ8f ~~~~~ I 

II) II 

<f1~~~~~ <f1~~ C<JXIG1 ~~~~~\Sion I~<f1~; 

'511~ICq~~~~~~ ~~~ 9fffit I >i~<rl~il ~

~~~~<f1~ Jf\~9\5~~~lil<ic<r8:t<r~Ic<r~~ I~~

~,fu<j ~ ~~,~~ ~-'¢j~, ~~-~~C<JXIG1 

"f1J M <f1~ I >i~<rjd91il "[G4J~C'I;j~ \51<mJ~, C>i~ C<JXIG1 ~~~\5~ ~~ 

':iiC~I"[G4J (intrinsic value) \5~ Ci1fb<r"[G4J ~ <1':11 ~ I"llilC<i~~ ~ C<JXIG1 ~ 

"f1J(instrumentalvalue)~~~I'51Br~"f1J~~~~~ 

<11, ~~~ ~ ~'51I~lCq~ <r~~~vm:r~~;q-t I >i"l<rId91il U<M
~'¢jl~lcq~~~~~'511"l~~<ff-~~~-~!<[-m~9fl@<1I, 

~~~~ '511~lcq~~~ '51"M I ~-~ ~ '511~1r.q~~

~'t ~~ <11 ~ ~~, ~ ~ '¢j9fm~ ~~ ~ ~ '51~<r81' ~ 

~~<f1~>i~JC<1'~ >i"l<f'ld9Iil ~~~~~I 

':ii~1F<i<r~1~~~~~~~~~'¢j\ffi~~\5~ 

cilfb<r"[G4J ~~~ I '51Br ~~ \5l ~~ I <f1~ 9jr1C<i"i<ilm ~~ 

'di~ ~~ <r81' f\;MC~ ~ ~ 9ftfu ~ 'diC~ ~ ~ '51"M I '¢j"l) 

<f1~~~ <PC~"i1" <f1 ~ ~9j"<f', Jf\~ (sentience) '¢j!<ft~ 19~

JI~~~~~'51"Wffi:~~ ~\!3m~ I <f1 ~ mcpl ~ ~~ *,

'di~ <rITm1 JI~-lg~ C<i1<f~\501 ~fbRl)lc~~ '5l1\!3\5W '51"t>iVlI ~~fbF<i"t~l ~ 

~~C<i1~rr.-l,~\5~\5fMl-~'tr.<l'R~~~~~~~M~\!3m 
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~~~ I <fl fumr '!It~ ~'<lr\t,f%q<J:G'1- )j<t>U;;BI~C'1f\!J<t>~~j ~~ I <fl~ f.$<il'<8MiS3IC'1~ 

~,~lcq'i1C<lS~~~<ll~C3l'i1 C'1f\!J<t>"[~j ~<t>1C'!1~~~~~~ 

~~ I <fl~~ <l1"?§'5I<1'11 C~ ~~ <fl<t> ~~ ~ ~R!J\!lClJ<I <!fC<1'i 

<ll'<8<:<t>mr<t>\!ll<l1q (Ecocentrism) <ta'ft ~ )j~<t>1dq)'1 ~~ (Deep Ecology)<l'm ~ 

~ I~ <i1'<8Cm~1<11Cq~ ~~~'l~ ~~r~T:~¢I~ (The 

LandEthic)-l!l, ~~~~ )",8", ~~~~'ASandCountyAlmanac'l!l~ 

~~~~I 

)j~<t>1~'1 <11'<8MiS3K'1~ ~'ft ~'<lr \5t<l~BP,"C'1~~~OO~~ 

~~~(ArneNaess)m~~~~~~~~om;r~1 

~~l!l~~~~<fl<t$~~ 'The Shallow and theDeep, Long-Range 

EcologyMovements: A Summary' () ~'\ e) ~~~ m i:5f1'if~"<t'@ I~~~ 

<fl~ ~~ ~\3'<lrf9f~~<:~<P!~~ 9jM<:<1A~'{3 ~-~~~ \5l11<fCG1j~ ~~Nrn 

~~~~C~~~'1'f'~'{3\5l1~1G1'1~~~~I<fl~ 

~Ql~~<fl~~~~~<lI'<8<11qC<t>~~~(shallowecology)c<t<:<Il 

'1'<l<t' <t>~<:~'11 ~~ l!l mD(Ff ~ ~-~ ~ 9jMC<1~ 'P1~ ~ '{3 

~~~~~~~~<m~~'~<f;T'f'~l'1<1<:<t>mr<t'w~~~ 

"fl~ ~m ~~~ <1t'<8<11<;q~ ~ c<W! fu<l ~~I ~~9\N~ ~ ~ 

~~<f;T'f'~iSt1f\1<1~ ~i<1'11C<t> ~"<t'@ \5l1~)j~~~~"<t'@ I~"<t'@ 

Ql ~~ c<W! ~ ~~~ ~ C~ ~'f'~ern I )j~<t>1~'1 <11'<8MiS3t'1 <flijt ~'l 
~Ql <1jN¥)j\{31 ~~~~ )j\{31~1~~~~<fl<t$~~ ~ I~~ 

9jM<:<1A~~m~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~c<W!~ 

~~I~~~~~~"if\5~'!It~,~"if\5'{3<lif~~~ 

~ '€ ~l~)jl~jC<lS~~~ <ID11 <fl~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ c.w:r~~~~'1'f' 

~~ <11'<8<1J<1~ ~~ \3'<lr '9jl~M\6:nG1' ~l'!l)jt~J ~~ f<Ar I ~<fl~ <ll'<8<11(;1f~ 

~~~~~:~)9jffi<:<1C"BP!~~~~~I~)~~ 

)j<lSG1f.$\'!1.~,~~~,<fl~~~I\,:))~~~'{3)j~<1~C'1'!l 

~~~~ I 8) ~Ctt \3'<lr ~~~ ~\!ltqxf<:<t> ~'>t"<t'@ • <f@, ~ 

~' <fl~ ~1<1'11<:<t> ~m ~ I ~) <fl<t> ~~~C~~ 'P1e:t '{3 ~

~WRf ~~ ~ ~ I ~)~~~~)j~<1~lC'1'!l i6tfGG1\!ltC<t> ~ 

~,~~<ID1~~~~~~~~I'\)~~~t\!l\1\JC<t>~~~<fl<l~ 

M<:<t>&l<t>'!l<:~ ~l<1'1t<:<t>~~~ ~~ I~ 

<fl~ ~ filCG1filC"l' ~~ <fl<t> ~~~ <11~ClJ'!l ~ "<t'@I <fl~~ 

~<flijt~Ql~~m-~~<fl<t>~<fl~tf~~,~~~ 

~ ~'~~~~~'l~~~~~~J\!lC<l'!l ~~ ~~'1'f'~ 

~~ ~ 9f1@ ~ I <fl~ ~ \5l1~t<;q'!l Th'!llbM\!l ~-~~~~~ 

<l1'<§\5lte~lG1"'l ~~~ 9f1@ ~ I~~c:~<t>, )j~<1)1dq)'1 9jffic:<1xt<11<;q'!1 ~~ '{3 ~~ 

~~~~®9f~c:<t>1G1~~-'Q~~<t>~>t61'!l~~<t>M1 
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)) ~~ '1~~k~ ~ {: "f;IV1]\:5~ )f<:!l'1 'dTr.'M ~f\5!f<r<f'\SIT< (~1?;~ 156H ~~"fIl ~~, <11 

~~~~.<f. <rl;rl ~~0~?f<1 f.i~ <flU';Tj I 

~) ~~ ~'@ 'cttpIT \5~~~9ffu ~Qr\5 Y~"IT.~ ~?f~Mic~~ ~ I 

\!) ) cEl~ '5T~ 0Tf ~~ ~'@ cEl~ 'ctl~ {3 C<1f5~nI<l' .~ <!l~1 C"<f.R~rf~~ "lr~~ Crl'Q I 
8) ~1G1~ ~'~.rRi <r~l9f1~~ 1§t.<!81 ~'i'if15 ~lFl ~'1'1', "l1C<jJ~1 ~~ 

~f<rf. ~ 'SMJ'8 \5f~ I 

(() i:9VU\5~ ~~~9f1 ~~ ~9f ~'mr.<1 ~ ~~r~ cEl<r, ~1 NIT NIT ~9f 

~I 

~)~<!l~~fh1 ~~~ I cEl~ 9ffu<r~ \5lt"1TUf1 '5T~ ~~ '8 

~~'if\59jR<q~(;11~~~~<r,<Jf1<HYf~~~~1 

'\) ~"f'if15~~~~'i'if\5~'5foi~ ~15~ ~<r I cEl~ 

~~ ~~~"lIC<1~ ~~\5l:®~<rt~G*o;f1 ~~~<rJf<trf\5~, 

~~c{~~ 9ff@ I 

b-) <lrn~~wm '8 ~~fc'!~<r@iI ~0'f1 cEl~~-mJ C~~ 'Q~ 

-.q( ~~fc'! ~m~~ ~ ~'i~{f I' 

~~ \5l1lc{C"Pl ~ <fl@~ ~ ~, ~ '8 ~-<rt9fi1" mRs 9f1"'tjIC~J~ 

,,¥i.4iffiJ~ c<#t ~~ I~f\bf~ ~~I'Z~~1 i:lCl1J ~~~ cEl~l11 

c<J '2l'1~-"f~~~\51,?i~f<1 <f.lC1C~ cEl<r,cEl~~~ ~'81~t!'t<1tl!lBf~

~~~<!l@\5jl"l10t1~'i\~'i~"lI~~~cEl~~ 

~~~cEl~1~t!'t<1tl~~-~f~~1 

II~ II 

1~t!'t<1~ ~-~~9f1 ~9f1\5 <!l~~~~<!l~ <K"G'f C<1'81T1 

~ I 'ct~~, >1~<!lltjl<1 '9ffu<rrf'5TIC'I1fG4<1 ~"1-'Q\~~\5l1l~~!l.( CG1r<!l1~R~~ I 

\5~>1C~'8 ~r\~JJf~r1'f.it~\5l1l'i\ C~~15 C9j@fuG4<1 ~~~~fiTc;j Ifh-R 
~ C9fC1fuG4<1 '511~ ~ <j~ ~ "'9f<fj '8 ~~ ~G4C~ ~c<! ~ #'<TIl11 ~ 

\5~ C>1 ~~m~~ I f~f.1 <j~Qj'~, 'rJ1'f~1~~ c<J~-~ 

'5TT@l'ijJ~~ ~ \5fC1' ~Ci.4 ~ <j~ ~~9f1 ~ DI~ ~"1-'~, \5~ ~ 

~~ 9ffG111 ~~ - ~ 'e!f\5C"iW ~~"1-' ~~~~9f1 ! ~ 

fc'!~, '~'1~~~~'i<K'IDZ; ~1~'ft(;1~, ~C>1 f.1.r"l~te<q 

~~~ I \5rn <J'Ci.4~ "l*,~filC<tl~\51f"lrn~'i\~"1-'~ I'" ~~, 

~ cEl~ >1"l1'ltj1<1 9ff.~\5~m~ <rr~ ~ ~ ~C!l,~ ~-~ 

C~ ~ I cEl~ cEl~ fu:xi<l 9fR7:~ '5T1[~ I~~ <q~<1~r <j~!l(~ c<J ~c{ 

~~ ~~~~ c<J ~~~~ ~n C~ <rr.<1 9ff~-\51-'ftG'f ~ ~~ 

'i1f15J~~~c<J~-~~rn~~~mC<1'~~,~~"f1'i 

~~ ~t I~111 ~, '®:5r1 \51~r<f1'1I<l' ~-~-~ ~~~~\5 <11 

9j11Ci.4 ~~">11~ 0'fi\5 <!l1l~ ?fj~<1 <ill 
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II~ II 

~~~~\S~~~'m:~9ft~~~~I~~~ 

\S ~~(fJ~ ~~C~ I >1~<t'1~01 9jRC<1"I<1f~'!1t~~~,~ ~ 

~~~-~ ~-~~,~ <t'@ ~ >Jrn~~c<t'.mtt~ I ;q~C<1cG'j'!1 \SO'S 

c'GiGl()l(,lJ ~~~~~~,~~~~~~~, ~ 

~~ <t'(j1~01 ~?1" corc'iffi ISfO'lJ I~;; <£1~~~~~ '8 -m~ 

~~~~~~I5lf~C~$plI~~'iC~J~'!1~~~~~~~ 

~,~~~~~~I~~~~~~1t<1W<t'@~ 
"Be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth, and subdue it; and have dominion over the 
fish of the sea and over the foul of the air and over every living thing that moveth upon the 
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THELANGUAGE THATONE CAN OWN: 

WITHSPECIALREFERENCE TO TAGORE* 

CHANDIDAS BHATTACHARYA 

He that has found his language 

knows no bound ofjoy. .. Tagore 

Tagore while dwelling on such of his favourite themes as 'self-culture', 'creativity', 

'human identity', has often hinted at the distinction between 'a working language' 

and 'a language ofself-expression' , between 'a functional language' and 'a language 

of one's own'. Moreover, he identifies 'the language that one can own' (like a 

thought that one can own) with 'the language of self-expression'. 

I. To meet certain needs we may artificially accept some	 language or other but 

language has an ingenuous end to serve, which is not to be identified with meeting 

the needs. Language has to serve as the vehicle of self-expression. 

No doubt, the proper arrangement be made for miming the state's administration, 

but a much higher task is to enliven and enlighten the spirit of the countrymen, 

add zest to their lives. No language other than one's own can accomplish these 

tasks.' I 

2. The Bengali writer of those days could soon realize that we can borrow the flame 

from a distant language just to lit our lamp, self-expression can dawn as morning 

lightthrough one's own language alone 2 

3. From my early childhood I could taste the joy of giving shape to my thoughts, 

collect them in my own languages, and it became clear to me that once the habit 

ofcomposition in mother tongue could be mastered, there would remain no bar in 

using an alien language with courage by picking it up when the need arises.' 

The distinction drawn by Tagore between "the language that one can own" 

or 'the language ofself-expression', and 'a distant language' is not something cursory 

or off-hand as is indicated by his emphasis on language ofone's own as the instrument 

for 'a higher task'. In fact, it is only in course of his deep thinking about various 

"Reprinted from the Philosophy and the life-world, Volume III . 2000-200] 
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shortcomings ofour education system, problem ofcreativity in our thinking and life

style that he appeals to this distinction between 'the language that one can own' and 

'the working language' or 'the language that one does not own': 

4. The result ofall this malchoice ofa language is that despite receiving an education 

ofa higher order, we do not develop thinking to that scale. There is a reason for 

this. Language is the natural vehicle ofthinking. But, out ofour school, we get rid 

ofour formal language, get ourselves engrossed in story telling, gossiping, high 

talks in our every • day non-formal language,' 

5. It is impossible to educate the people of the country through an alien language. 

We shall gather, but it would not enrich our language. We shall think, but our 

language shall remain outside our thought. Our mind shall grow with years, but 

our language would not be keeping space with. What could be an easier means 

ofturning the whole educational programme into a ridicule.' 

Moreover, the significance of the emphasis on 'one's language' or "the 

language of self-expression' can be guessed from his keen awareness, which is so 

natural for a great mind to have, about the importance ofright choice of language to 

develope the basic features which make man a man. 

However, it is not quite plain sailing to grasp the real importofhisdistinction 

between 'a working language' and 'the language of self-expression '. Tagore 

himelfhas not elaborated on the issue. Nevertheless, I believe that a great insight is 

there in his distinguishing 'a working language' from 'the language ofself-expression', 

ofwhich we are generally not aware. I also think that • this distinction is conceptual 

and not an ad hoc one. Neither can this distinction pertains merely to the distinction 

between unskilled and skilled uses of language. Also it would be a howler to 

think that certain personal or racial sentiment is at the root ofthis distinction. 

Of course, the distinction is internal one, drawn from the perspective of 

the user ofa language, his ingenuous linguistic sensibility, linguistic requirements 

tuned to his life-style and perception. It might be that there is a linguistic sensibility 

just as there is, for instance, colour sensibility. What colour or sound spectrum can 

incite us depends on our specific kind ofinteraction with a particular species. Similarly, 

of the different languages we are generally exposed to, it may be that only a 

particular species of language may, under the circumstances, catch our 

imagination and become a part of our being. 

But there can be an objection of 'seeing too much" in the above quoted 
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words ofTagare. Also there can be some academic objections to the very idea of 

'possessing a language 'or 'owning a language', ('the language of self-expression' 

is something which we could possess) generally from the philosophers who take 

language to be strictly a system of rule governed behaviour. It can be objected 

that language is a matter of following and not of 'owning'. When some job isc 

accomplished strictly following certain rules (military dri II, for instance), it is hardly 

possible to claim the ownership of the act. We could at best speak of owning some 

thought or feel ing in some sense. On the other hand, the issue may seem trivial:' if 

we could speak ofpossessing or owning a language, we can say that every language 

is possibly one's own, since every language is learnable'. However, if learning a 

language does not confer its ownership on the learner, then no language can be 

one's own. For what else than learning can confer one the ownership ofa language? 

It may seem that there is still a stronger case for the view that there cannot 

be a language ojone sown, at least in the sense in which a thought can be one's 

own. (However, it must be noted that it is not uncontroversial if we could even own 

a thought or what sense is to be made of the expression 'owning a thought' .). Each 

language is governed by definite rules, norms and hence each language must be 

learnable and usable, however queer some language may appear at first. Each 

language is learnable, as any branch of mathematics is learnable. And the reason 

why one cannot speak intelligibly of 'one's own language' is almost same as why 

one cannot speak of 'one's own mathematics. Moreover, the general arguments 

against the concept of 'private language' being quite acceptable to many, it may be 

doubted if one can speak of 'one's own language' with a clear and good sense. A 

metaphorical use of 'one's own language' is, of course, pardonable. 

But what 1desire to press upon is that the expression 'one's own language' 

is no more metaphorical or queer than such expressions as "one's-own thought', 

'one's own choice', 'one's own will' ... Ifwe can make a clear and good sense of 

such expressions and can become aware of their significance in understanding the 

essence oja person, then it would not be too difficult to do the same in respect of 

the expression 'one's own language' or 'language that we can own'. In fact, there 

seems to be some symmetry between the expressions 'one's own thought' and 'one's 

own language', which will be exploited here to explicate the concept of 'owning a 

language' or 'the language of self-expression'. There are however, several 

complicated issues involved in the context: (J) Evolving definite criteria for 

distinguishing one's own language from what is not one's own language. (2) This in 
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turn leads to the enquiry into the possibility of 'creativity' in language which is after 

all rule-governed behaviour and obviously is not free from certain constraints. 

(3) Comparing symbolizing activity with other forms ofactivities where the issue of 

ownership is legitimate without a sense oftriviality. 

I shall, however, confine myself to a general elucidation of 'one's own 

language", showing that the idea of"one's own language' even by the parameter of 

conventional language is not something paradoxical or metaphorical. In doing so, I 

take for granted the validity of'the unlimited expressibility' thesis for all languages, 

according to which every language is equally complex and rich and is possessed 

of its unique in-built mechanism suitable for doing anything and everything 

conceivable of a language. 

1. LANGUAGE AND ACTION 

We need be clear at the very outset as to how we are taking "language" in 

talking of "one's own language'? A language can be viewed rather abstractly as a 

system ofrules, but more concretely as doing something like walking, smiling, etc... 

For instance, language consists ofsuch activities likepreparing a sentence, hunting 

for words, hunting appropriate phrases etc., on the other hand, such activities 

like gossiping, story-telling and so on. Such activities as preparing a sentence 

etc. or engaging in gossiping, story telling etc... can both. be categorised under 

action, although the latter type ofactivities, i.e., gossiping, story telling etc. obviously 

enjoy a kind of freedom, or a sort of neutrality which may not be so obviously 

attributed to such activities as pure sentence preparation, sentence preparation for 

giving an example of it, etc. In the very act of story-telling we are not at all aware of 

our roles as a grammarian, or we ought not to be. We are even not aware of the 

intricacies of sentence manufacturing mechanism, just as in an action we are not 

aware of laws of physics or chemistry. This is true in spite of the fact that story 

cannot be told without manufacturing sentences, gossiping cannot be carried on 

without finding out choicest words ... Sometimes these two sorts ofconcreteactivities 

can be distinguished by using two sorts of prepositions 'in' and 'with'. We tell a 

story with sentences, but in preparing sentences we may not tell any story or 

anything alike.7 However, what is important here to note is that these two sorts of 

activities are sign of actual manifestation or of existence of language which is 

abstractly defined as a system ofrules for generating signs and which merely speaks 

of an abstract possiblity about a language. 
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Now, if' language' is understood in this sen"c or concrete activities than 

merely rule following, or what I desire to term as "languaging", some parallel can be 

drawn between 'walking', 'choosing' ... and 'Ianguaging . "Languaging' in this senses 

implied in Saussarian distiction between' langue and parole'. Tagore seems to be 

exclusively interested in the parole aspect of language when he speaks of' language 

of one's own' or 'language that one can own'. This is because of Tagore ~. 

philosophy ofman. He seems to be more interested in what a man can do or what 

he can become than in what a man has done or what a man is. To Tagore, perhaps 

the possibilities in man is a better indicator of his essence than what he is. Man's 

essence is manifested in his achievements or doing something (languaging, for 

instance) and not in his receiving something (the rules of language etc. In passing 

it is interesting to note that Tagore, seems to be more curious about what man 

becomes than what he receives.). We are not owner of rules or etiquetts of a 

language (langue) which are given to us as words are given. Parole of language is 

genuinely the human aspect of language. In other words 'speaking', 'gossiping', 

'story-telling'-are what only human beings can engage in. In fact, ofall human 

actions, languaging can be more significantly spoken of as free action in spite 

of being governed by most stringent rules. (This because of some special reason 

into which Jam not going now. See my "The Uniqueness ofMeaning" in Perspectives 

in Contemporary Philosophy, Ed, by Prof. Dilip Kumar Chakraborty, published by 

Gauhati University 1998). 

Now, If we are not debarred from drawing a distinction between 'one's 

own choosing' and 'what is not one's own choosing', or that between 'what is one's 

own thinking and 'what is not one;s own thinking' ... the distinction between 'one's 

own language (Ianguaging)' - but borrowed, imitated ... can not be objected. Here it 

is to be noted in passing that my motto in drawing a parallel between linguistic 

activity and other 'mental activity' is to just to servey the possibility of bestowing of 

'ownership' to a writer or a speaker on the basis ofour generally bestowing ownership 

ofthought, for instance, to a thinker. But for Wittgenstein' thinking happens', while 

'writing is done'. This has the implication that even if bestowing of ownership of 

writing were possible, the bestowing ofownership of thought is impossible. Although 

Wittgenstein's observation is an istapatti for me, r cannot agree to it. 

2.	 LANGUAGE AND MAN 

Tagore envisages a deeper relationship between language and man, when 
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both are in their natural course, on the point of accepting a language. i.e., 

languaging, as a mark of authenticity of man. This means that to speak of an. 

authentic man without reference to languaging or authentic linguistic action 

is impossible. Similar idea is there in Heidegger's thesis of an authentic man. 

Heidegger speaks of ,housing the being in language'. Plato implores, 'speak so that 

I can see thy'. Tagore says, 

6.Language has to serve as the vehicle ofself-expression ...Selfexpression 

dawns as morning light through one's own language alone. 

Or, The selfsinks into oblivion when it is unable to express itself ... 

Since 

language is the principal means of self-expression, the chieftask ofman is 

to get rid ofthe poverty oflanguage and realize himself in full". 

7. Or With the shaping of the mind language is framed; language grows 

when mind grows"." 

It is easy to understand that to be unique we must own some ingredients - have 

our own desires, feelings, thoughts, choices and Tagore would add' our own 

language', or as I have interpreted' languaging'. If 'choosing' , 'thinking', 'feeling' 

could be one's own and the manifestation of one's individuality or self-expres

sion, the case cannot be different in our languaging. For the logic of"choosing" 

"thinking" ...are parallel to the' languaging'. (Of course there is some scope of 

controversy here and the matter will be dealt with in the sequel). And as such the 

expressions 'one's own language' and 'language of self-expression are here 

interchangeable. 

The intimate connection between 'linguistic ability' and 'mental abil ity' has 

long been emphasised by the philosophers, and the linguists, and the psychologists 

are falling in with the Iine.'? 

The ordinary understanding that language is merely a medium or vehicle 

ofexpression, the means ofdelivering already conceived or matured mental products 

is now questioned. The relationship between language and introspective ability is 

much more intimate. Ifwe try to get a glimpse ofour mental-contents independent 

of language we shall just draw a blank. On the other hand, there are some structural, 

semantical and operational correspondence between the mind process and 

languaging i.e., language at work. Thinking and imagining, to begin with the plain 

cases, is I\generative process involving organization, mapping and remapping, 

composing and decomposing connecting and disconnecting. There is nothing 
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like 'thinking' or' imagining' ata stroke. We can produce a musical note ata stroke, 

by plucking the single string of a sitar. But thinking and imagining are more like 

singing, they are processes, which gradually develop and grow. And what is to 

'language', i.e., to speak or write under normal condition but to generate signs 

produce words, phrases, sentences etc. Particularly production of sentences are 

more interesting, because only they can be truly said to be generated, through the 

process of selection from myriads of words, phrases, and their proper placing ..., 

through mending and amending, rejecting, adding and so on. If thinking is a 

subjective process and to think is to act and to own something, so must be the 

process of generating sentences or languaging. Both types of these activities 

call for effort, trial and error, finding the way out of the blind alley primarily through 

one's own initiative and will. Without going too far with some philosophers who 

identify mental action with linguistic action, we can safely accept that language is 

not just an instrument, it is the embodiment of all our introspective abilities, in the 

sense in which sound is the embodiment of music (ala Max Black). Any intro

spective ability is processed, channelised, and we may even say 'procreated' 

through ingenuous operation of language. 

However, what is to operate language ingenuously (perhaps the main 

issue here) is not easy to grasp. We shall elaborate on this in the sequel. But it must 

be mentioned here that cases of natural or ingenuous operation of with language 

abound in our everyday uses of language. 11 This is the reason why Tagore whi Ie 

speaking about "one's own language' or 'the language that one can own' often 

refers to the language of 'story telling', 'gossiping', 'high talks' ..., cases where the 

ingenuous (a defining feature of one's own language) operation with language can 

be easily recognized. (The cases of unnatural operation with language abound, for 

examples, in answering question papers in examination, in facing interrogation by 

the would be employer). Introspectively orphe-nomenologlcally alone we come 

to the realization that the very attempt to think ofone sown is also an attempt to 

generate a sign of one s own, and the very attempt to operate language 

ingenuously is to beget a thought, some emotion, some feeling. To cramm is 

never to beget a feeling or a thought, if not just by chance. A new intuition, insight 

or a clue can flash on us more surely /11 our languaging process. The two 

processes are endlessly interlaced and it is futile to ask which ofthe two is the prime 

mover. Now we can guess the reason for Tagores recurrent lamentation over forcibly 

divorcing 'the ingenuous operation of language' from' introspective exercise'. One 
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of his most fervent prayer was: 

8. From the Lord let us ask for the boon: bring about a happy union between 

hunger and food, winter and clothing, thought and language, learning and life. 

Now the principal reason why thought, feeling (?), smiling, showing kindness 

... can be categorised as 'one's own' is that they do not just happen to us. We 

have to do something to make them happen to us, or more simply they have to 

be generated by intending. It is not possible now to give a detail analysis of this 

fascinating episode. But it is necessary to note that 'there are distinctive antecedents 

to our thought, choice, feeling.. and enquiring into their history we can decide if 
they were our own. Berkeley has given some hint as to the nature ofthis antecedent 

of thought that we can claim to own: 

What stubbing, plaughing, digging and harrowing is to land, that thinking, 

reflecting is to mind. 

Languaging also does not just happen to us, we have to generate it no 

matter even if being unwaveringly guided by the most stringent signs must be one's 

own. More tangibly speaking, we can own some sentences, some phrases, or 

even wo rds just as we can own some dream... To do my own thinking I have to do 

my own languaging, give birth to expressions, symbols which were, as if, no where 

as my thinking was no where. Even if the same thinking was there in some one 

else's mind, to be my own thinking, I cannot borrow it, at best I can think' alike'. 

Similarly, a sentence cannot be borrowed, Tagore says, "Language is not an umbrelIa 

or an overcoat to be borrowed". One famous saying is: 

Every writer has to create his language, just as every violinist has to 

create his own tune. 

3. LANGUAGE THAT ONE CAN OWN 

Tagore says, for identifying 'the language that one can own' with the language 

one indulges in life situations. Use oflanguage in life situation also may demand trial 

and error in choosing and ordering words; conjecturing and refutation of the 

arrangement of sentences or the paragraphs; and most importantly, surmounting the 

hurdles. There must be linguistic impasses and overcoming those in the playful 

mood of a sportsman. Think how a good sportsman overcomes the hurdles in a 

game. In dealing with language in life situation: gossiping, quarreling, back-biting... 

we are capable ofgiving birth to multifarious expressions that are 'new' and 'unique' 

in their own ways. Here, we cannot do better than refer to some distinguished 
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phi losophers' fascination about 'ordinary language', their fascination about the way 

in which expressions are employed in ordinary situations. employed without 

presumptions. For according to them only in such situations we are using 

expressions authentically. From this point of view we might define 'the language 

that one can own' as 'the language which is generated under the maxim of a 

categorical imperative '.To use language under the maxim ofcategorical imperative 

is the same as to use it ingenuously. 12 Several features or aspects of'one's own 

language' thus become clear to us. According to Wittgenstein the use ofan expression 

in ordinary situation only can guarantee 'the great variety of ways' of its use", in 

other words, the creative uses of an expression is assured. Here we can put to 

test the' infinite expressibil ity' thesis. Tagore also maintain implicitly that use ofan 

expression under this situation alone is conducive to the growth of a personal lan

guage along with one's biological growth. Thus "the language that one can own' is 

being produced in the manner of right action, i.e., action done under the maxim 

ofcategorical imperative. When an action is done under the maxim of categorical 

imperative, it is done out of a pure motive it cannot be. mimicking, done under 

compulsion. Motive for that action is autonomous and unique, but also universalisable. 

Languaging is thus autonurnous and unique and a responsible action like a moral 

action. And perhaps it is difficult to dispute that a moral action is owned by an agent. 

4.S0ME OBJECTIONS 

However, several problems crop up in drawing parallels between languaging' 

with 'moral action'. This tendency seems to overlook the publ ic character of a 

language, and makes language more an affair of the 'speaker' and his intention. 

One thus can easily confuse 'one's own language' with private language '. But it 

is generally accepted that language is predominantly a matter of tnorms' and 'rules' 

at every step of its generation. In generating signs we are rigidly circumvented by 

too many do's and don'ts which are unknown in the cases of actions as such, or at 

least with the equal degree of rigidity. There are many problems here pertaining to 

rather some general problems about creativity in language, bringing out the clear 

logic of' linguistic action' as distinguished from 'non-linguistic action'. It is not the 

place to enter into all this. What I desire to do is something more humble. I shall try 

to show that language inspite of being governed by (most?) stringent rules, 

conventions, etc. the logic of languaging is not so ideosyncratic from the logic of 

.action' as to make bestowing the ownership ofa linguistic piece to its author something 
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paradoxical. 

It can be also be argued that even 'Ianguaging' cannot be one's own exactly 

in the same sense in which 'choosing', 'thinking' .., can be, in some sense, one's 

own. Firstly, the logic of 'choosing', 'thinking' ... and the logic of' languaging', or 

even the logic of 'walking', 'smiling' ...and of' languaging are different from one 

another. The production of linguistic pieces which is, at least a part of the game of 

languaging is governed at every step by rules, norms, precedence... and other more 

rigid principles like the principles ofconsistency and compatibility, so much so that it 

is not impossible to think that 'no sentence in a system ofsentences may pass out as 

full proofagainst all oddities, or never amenable to some change.' 

Every linguistic move is subject to severest appraisal. 13 We cannot speak 

or say things in the way we like, according to our convenience, lest the linguistic 

moveis judged as unintelligible, jargon, blashphemous, malapropos...-No doubt 

activities such as choosing, walking are not unrully behaviours, they are also subject 

to tacit recognition by the society to be counted as 'choosing' or 'walking'. And to 

that extent some rules or linguistic moves lie on a different-plane: linguistic rules are 

not, according to some, merely regulative, they can even be 'constitutive '. But it 

hardly makes sense to speak of' constitutive rules' of 'walking', 

'choosing' ...Secondly, it may be urged that linguistic pieces are mere tools and 

hence they can be only borrowed and not owned. Of course, the importance of 

the distance ofthe distinction between 'linguistic piece' and 'move' (see sect. I) is 

here played down. According to this view, at best we can speak. of 'skilled or 

unskilled use ofa linguistic piece '. But 'skilled use' cannot always be a synonym 

for 'creative use", and hence even the show of supers.kill may not bestow upon the 

user (and merely a producer) of a linguistic piece, its ownership, to repeat, in the 

sense in which we are bestowed with the ownership of a smile! 

5. LINGUISTIC RULES AND LANGUAGING 

In countering this sceptical attitude about 'one's own language', it is, however, 

to be admitted that linguistic activities are relatively more constrained form of 

behaviour than actions such as walking, smiling, looking, ... This is true at least of 

technical language in specialized studies such as science, logic and mathematics, 

and more true ofsterotyped use oflanguage, use ofan alien language. How ingenous 

may our utterances be, they have to be in appearance (only in 'appearance'!") 

similar to some linguistic expression recognized as such, as a definite kind of 
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expression belonging toa distinct languagt:_ This needs be thecase because of the 

strict intersubjective character oflanguage. because ofthe unique purpose language 

has to serve. This constraining character of a Iinguistic move has misled to thinking 

that manufacturing of a linguistic piece according to semantic and syntactic rules 

and conventions is a matter ofskill only But this cannot be so, simply because use 

of language is 'innovative'. 

The important point to ponder here is not whether there are precise or 

unprecise rules and conventions for generating expressions. No form of cre

ative activities are free. from rules and conventions, but the. relevant issue is : how 

is the rules and other linguistic informations made use of in languaging or making a 

linguistic move? Does the style of utilization of the linguistic on grammatical 

informations, the given linguistic ingredients, ideosyncratically differ from the style 

ofutilization ofthe relevant ingredients in case ofother forms ofactivities, paintings, 

singing, for instance, where the question of ownership seems to be legitimate? Were 

the application ofthe linguistic ingredients in manufacturing linguistic expression, 

even in normal cases, mechanical, explicit or enumerative in nature Gust as in 

assembling a radio set by following a printed circuit), languaging would be merely a 

matter of skill. A language could be mastered independent of suitable linguistic 

environments. In that case alone the logic of' choosing', 'walking' ...and 'saying' 

would be completely different, for choosing can never be just a matter of skill. 

But the very relationship between a linguistic move and rules etc. are far from being 

precise, (see ft. 16). Wittgenstein in himself bel ieves that there cannot be rules for 

rule following. It is extremely difficult to decide if a casual, constitutive or mere 

regulative relation subsists between the rule and the move. Far less the utilization 

of the rules under normal conditions can be mechanical, explicit or stereotyped. 

This can be clear from the compositional nature of language. Indefinite number 

of new sentences can be created in any language through composition. Thus no

body till now perhaps has confronted with the sentence: 

The Bengalis are less prone to heart 

attack, because they are used to fish 

But it is produced now and it can aIso be recognised as belonging to the 

class ofsentence, and also understood. The sentence is just now instantly produced, 

but I am not aware what rules I have precisely followed to manufacture it, although 

surely the sentence confirm to definite syntactic and semantic rules of English 

language, and also some general rules of English language, and also some general 
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rules ofconsistency, compatibility, elegance, parsimony... (there is no end of itl). 

Similarly, given these vocabulary ofthe English language: 'the', 'of, 'natural', 'red', 

'water', 'not', any reader can compose all the following sentences: 

Water is red. 

The natural colour of water is not red. 

Is water red ? 

Is not the natural colour red? 

Water is not red. 

The reader also can correctly guess if some more sentences can be manufac

tured from the given vocabulary. But he needs not be aware of what particular rule 

or purely linguistic information causing, guiding or regulating him to this end. In 

the situation of' languaging' far less can we be aware of'rules' explicitly. This very 

absence of any awareness about any rule compelling us to chose some particular 

words, their order is linguistic freedom. What else Iinguistic freedom or even freedom 

as could mean ? 

Not to speak ofa particular rule or usage, it is not even possible to pinpoint 

what exactly impels one to select aparticularphrase. words among the innumerable 

possibilities. The selection ofa particular work or a phrase (e.g., the phrase 'morning 

innocence' in 'my views at that time had a kind of morning innocence' (Russell) is 

not diametrically opposite to an artist's choice of a particular shade ofcolour. 

The important point is that rules, convention, usage are not explicitly there in 

our consciousness while we are involved in an ingenuous use of language perhaps 

only when involved with ingenuous use oflanguage. Chomsky's distinction between 

'competence and performance?" if valid can lend further support to this crucial 

point about non-mechanical utilizability of rules '" Chomsky makes the distinction 

between 'what one knows' (about the rules of sentence-formation) and 'how one 

uses this knowledge' in concrete linguistic activities'. A native speaker of a language 

or an user of a language which is wedded to his life must have internalized certain 

rules which only implicity 'guide' him to produce innumerable new sentences 

according to his felt needs, and specific urges. What is also interesting to note is 

that abstract knowledge of sentence formation rules need not match a native 

speaker s actual performance. That is to say, we generate large number of 

sentences which are only averagely acceptable according to the strict principle of 

linguistic rules and convention. There is thus never full conformity of a linguistic 

piece to convention. But there is no trouble in doing things with language either. This 
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once again points tothereality oflinguisticfreedom which is essential if'Ianguaging' 

is to be possible. It is perhaps easier to understand how linguistic freedom which is 

essential if'languaging' is to be possible. It is perhaps easier to understand how 

linguistic freedom is compatible with Iinguistic rules or Iinguistic necessity than to 

understand compability between necessty and freedom in general which has plagued 

philosophers. To cite a simple case ofcompatibility between linguistic freedom and 

linguistic necessity : 

'In order to pronounce the letter "T" it is necessary to keep the tongue in a 

certain position behind the teeth, move it at certain speed, and at a certain directions, 

keep the pressure of the air from the lungs at a certain level...' We do not undergo 

any of these physical constraints deliberately. 

But linguistic freedom is possible even within the scheme ofa conventional 

language only when performance or 'languaging ' dominates over competence 

. And of course, such a situation becomes possible when language is wedded to 

life. This also helps us to understand how it is that everyone, a linguistic genius or a 

lay man alike, has a language of his own, or why it is that even an illiterate can 

'language' as he can smile of his own. Kabirs creative use of language can 

hardly be doubted. 

Another objection can be raised at this point. The possibility of ownership 

presupposes the possibility non-ownership. If I can be an owner of a smile, I can 

also be non-owner ofa (forced) smile although originating from me. Can we similarly 

imagine that in spite ofbeing the originator ofa Iinguistic move uttering a sentence, 

for instance, I might be a non-owner of it ? The issue here is in our terminology, 

when there is no languaging in spite of use of language (see Tagore's remarks 

on p. 15) ? The prompt answer is: cases where 'competence aspects of use of 

language tends to dominate over the performance aspects. The urge to say 

something, imagine or to think is overshadowed by the search for the rules, 

conventions ... The use of a language tends to become 'ritualistic', 'stereotyped', 

'artificial'. This often happens, when particular sentences pattems: '...not only...but 

also ... ', 'with reference to ..., .,.beg to ...', 'in spite of the ...' etc. etc. haunt our 

mind before there is a genuine urge to say something. Taking a clue from Ryle 

we can say, 'it is a situation where one is more a grammarian, a compositor ... than 

a writer or a speaker', Or this happens when there is more propensity to use 

readyrnade expressions like 'weather is fine. 'how do you do', ...Here, as it: the 

urge to compose has almost come to a hault. With a bit ofexaggeration such uses of 
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language can be compared with 'grrrrrrrrr' of a lion, 'mew' of a cat... these also 

may serve some purposes. But as Tagore says 'only to meet certain needs'. Sentences 

which are produced only because, or primarily because of the influences 

of'jamilarity, with particular sentence patterns, because of skill with some 

definite patterns and so on, are not the sentences which we can genuinely 

own. This is exactly the case where use of a language has turn into a matter of 

imitation and skill. No longer linguistic sensitivity, style have their due roles in the 

compositions ofexpressions. 

That reference to such a situation of competence getting dominance over 

performance is not far fetched is proved by the fact that people often grumble that 

'words get worn out by their too frequent uses', 'a newspaper has become too 

cliche ridden'. There are different devices to remedy the diminishing efficacy of 

words: by uses of more idiomaticexpressions,having resort to digression, metaphorical 

uses of words ... Or as some great thinkers have advocated, "to merge in silence". 

The composition of linguistic expressions in the right spirit is surely the most 

general and easy device. We can send a greeting by selecting the sentence No. 16 

of the Indian post and Telegraph Department :"May God showers the choicest 

blessing on the newly married couple". The same greeting would have different 

effect when it is self-composed: "I sincerely wish that you who are just married 

receive from God his choicest blessing". Its freshness is due to its being composed. 

Of course, it is not to be denied that appropriate use of token-expression - say 

word, phrases or sentences, which are very familiar, but used appropriately according 

to the context can be a genuine sign of creativity. Otherwise we cannot attribute 

creative use of language to a lay man. Such a use can be also intended, does not 

just happen and there -would be languaging. For instance, the utterance of "the 

sun is rising' in the cold and foggy morning in Shillong may be creative and intended 

when the utterance is not just because ofacquintance with the sentence. Moreover, 

words are not generally coined, they have to be selected. The selective process of 

words, phrases can be intended, and sometimes very imaginatively: e.g., 'bride's 

key-cold hand', 'the face of the house', 'green jealously"... There is no bar in such 

cases of uses by selection ofalready available words, sentences...,jorperformance 

to predominate over competence. Supposing that we can decide about one 

dominating over the other, here is not the grammatical knowledge or various kinds 

of pure linguistic information that are causing one to use the set expressions. 

Such linguistic information may bejust somefactors. Much stretch of imagination, 
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sense of elegance coupled with keen awareness of the context (language being 

wedding to life) may be the main factors. Surely the use of "key-cold" in tropical 

countries to describe the coldness of 'certain kind' is artificial, a case ofcompetence 

dominating over performance. In such a case it is primari ly certain purely linguistic 

information about 'key-cold, that it is phrase in English language, it stands for 

'certain type offrigid coldness', and so on influence us to use it. In other words, in 

being owner of a sentence linguistic factors as -well as many non-linguistic or 

semi-linguistic factors act responsible. 

M 0 R A L (1 have thought of this paper with the belief that philosophy can 

bring in some change.) 

What said above with an effort may be trivial: 'we own that language which 

we are capable of operating ingenously and creatively'. Operating with one's own 

language is not simply a matter ofskill, for one can be responsible for languaging 

, what is true of a moral action also. It is perhaps unfortunate that it is not a trivial 

truth with everybody. Again, language is ofa 'bewitching' nature" it not only affords 

us to think, surmise, hypothesise ... of our own by allowing us to 'language', it can 

entice us because of so many reasons, ego as a labour saving device, to make 

degenerated use of it, to use it artificially by way ofborrowing, cramming, copying. 

Language is perhaps the only bank where borrowing can easily remain unde

tected! But even such degenerated uses of language, what is actually frightening, 

can create an illusion of thinking, imagining of our own, or as if we are the 

owners of the sentences produced in that fashion. In Tagore's word: 

9. We imitate, look for a precedence; and what we pass for independent 

thinking is but an echo of something learned by cramming somewhere." 

We have pointed out that distinct sign ofartificial uses of language can be 

found in the cases where 'Competence' (knowledge of rules, conventions etc.) 

gets an upper hand over 'performance '(doing things with language) i.e., cases 

where there is no languaging. The degenerated uses oflanguage is almost inevitable 

where the imperative to use a particular language and the linguistic environment 

conducive to its ingenuous uses are not co-existing, i.e., the use of the language is 

not wedded to life-style. Many of us are driven to this situation. And this explains 

Tagore's harping on this 'trivial truth' (nearly sixty years ago). 

10.Nothing is familiar (the syntax, the morphology, the texture ofthe language 

we are compelled to use) from the beginning to the L'lld and as a consequence, we 

have to start cramming, as it were, before we are horn. 
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Tagore had also to serve repeated warning against the obvious pernicious 

effect this situation would have on our intellectual and moral growth: 

II. Weshall collect, but this would not bringaccomplishment to our language, 

we shall reflect, but our reflection shall remain outside our language, our mind shall 

be growing with years, but our language shall remain ever retarded." 

But our perspective is not yet clear. This is evident from our average 

wisdom about 'language that we can own', for instance, in our tendency to equate 

our own language with our professional or technical language with which we have 

effected some sort of a compromise, or where 'competence' rules over 

'performance '. This is also evident, for instance, from a Bengali's sense of 

indifference in not being able to draft- an official letter in Bengali, although he might 

be capable of indulging in gossip, jokes, giving a bit of his mind are only in 

Bengali. This is only because in gossiping ...creative use of language is indispens

able and not in issuing an official letter ... 

It is also to be noted here that 'one's own language' is not necessarily 

identifiable with one s own mother tongue or with the language ofthe community 

to which one belongs. Tagore of course tends to look at one's own language in the 

light ofone's mother tongue. But this is only because usually one's mother tongue is 

wedded to one's life-style. But given the suitable linguistic environments any 

language may be one s own. But of course, any linguistic environment cannot be 

given at wish!! This must be clear from our discussion. The concept of 'one sown 

language' can be thus defined independent of the concept oj'mother tongue ', 

Moreover, Speaking in the objective perlance of'one's own language' is realistic 

and safe. This would help us to avoid unnecessary parochial overtones, and to get 

into the genuine issue i.e., objectively claim kindred with a particular language 

among a host with which we generally may be acquainted. Any language one is 

able to manage to 'meet certain needs' - lectures, write an application, serve 

tender notice, is not necessarily a language of his own (if competence dominates 

over performance). But everyone has a language of his own, as everyone has a 

life ofhis own. But whereas generally there is no chance of wrong identification of 

one's own life with the other's, in the case of language there is. We are often 

tempted to claim kindred with a well-to-do family so also we are tempted to calim a 

particular language as our own from some pragmatic considerations. And our claim 

is often illegitimate and detrimental to the development of'man' in us. Tagore was 

the only person in this time to have declared a crusade against this tendency. Tagore 
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could visualise that there is no alternative to linguistic pluralism under the circum

stances - till the world is one society, and decried what we may call linguistic 

imperialism '. 

12. No doubt, the proper arrangement be made to run the state's

administration, ...but only one giagantic state's lamp can be kept burning at the gateway, 

but to keep up with the uninterrupted supply of its oi I, should the lamp in every house 

be put out? Let us take the case of Europe. The language there varies from the 

country to country, but the cultural unity pervades whole ofthe continent ...The flow 

of contribution from the different streams oflanguage enriched Europe to enable it 

conquer the heart of the world. Likewise, we should have not two minds in our 

effort to enrich all the different languages of India... 

We shall hope for the' great event' to take place in our country not through 

the process of amalgamation of all the languages but by letting each bloom into its 

unique manifestation." 
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Present day world has been suffering a lot from disintegration, disharmony, unrest 

and violence. We accept, or not, the great humanist thinkers of our country like 

Rabindranath, Gandhi and others strongly recommend the Buddhist ethical philoso

phy for the remedy of present day crisis. In view of this 'Reflections on Buddhism' 

- a collection of fourteen essays written by Professor Bijoyananda Kar is a valu

able contribution to us. 

The entire collection has following features: 

1. It is a book on historical, philosophical, religions and moral angles ofBuddhism. 

2. In all the essays, the author has dissseminated the humanistic outlook of Bud

dhism. 

3. Six essays out	 of fourteen are primarily on the moral philosophy of Buddhism 

with the touch of its metaphysics. 

4. Four essays clearly estimates the societal role of Buddhism. 

5.	 There are two very thought-provoking essays which review Professor G.C. 

Nayak's interpretation of Buddhist phi losophy. 

6. One essay is devoted to discover the influence ofBuddhism on Japanese religion. 

7. One essay has explained the ecological implications of Buddhist ethics. 

8. One essay is on the influence of Buddhism on Oriya literature. 

We get an indepth survey of the Buddhist philosophy and religion and its 

relevance in present days in the very first chapter entitled 'Bauddha Dharma 

Dars'ana and Religion in present day perspective'. He shows the role of distin

guished Buddhist Dalai Lama of present day. To him, Dalai Lama is going for re

form and meaningful change in Buddhism from his secularistic outlook. 

In discussing on the Buddhist theory ofno-self(in chapter II) Prof. Kar has 

referred to the views of C.D.Sharma and Radhakrishnan and opines that what the 

Buddhist denies is nothing but the ego-centric individual self. not the real self 

( Paramdtman ) as in the Philosophy of Advaita. Kar thinks that even by refuting 

Atma in its metaphysics, it can satisfactorily argue for the law of Karma in its 

ethics. What the Buddhist theory of Karma really means is that we must be free 

from our selfish desire in performing our Karma. If we may think that there is no 

permanent self, only then we may change our self-centric attitude. 
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A valuable discussion on the Madhyarnika concept of S'unyatd is found in 

his essay 'The Madhyamika Concept of S'unyatd I (Chapter -III). According to 

Prof. G.c. Nayak, S'unyatd of the Madhyarnika is a conceptual construction. But 

Kar does not accept it. According to him, the traditional explanation of S'unvata as 

a metaphysical reality cannot be denied. That is why Kar admits Nayaka's com

parative estimate of Nagarj una's S'unyata' and Brahman ofthe Advaita (Chapter

V). Here Kar attempts to establish that both Nagarjuna and S'ankara seem to have 

advocated some form of revisionary metaphysics with some form of conceptual 

analytic. 

A nice explanation ofhuman desire ( Kama ) from Buddhist standpoint has 

been treated in the essay 'The Buddhist view on Kama (chapter IV). In Kar's 

analyis in Buddhism Kama or desire in human life is not totally negated. What is 

negated is only the excesive desire that leads to egoistic supremacy. 

In the essay 'Tantric Buddhism in Eastern India' (Chapter VI), Kar has 

presented a reliable history of the mixing of Tantra with the Buddhist Philosophy. 

He has shown how, in course of time, to influence the common people, "the Bud

dhist moral preachings and norms were entertained within the theistic formulation 

and resulting thereby a synthesis between Veddntism and Buddhism." (P. 74). One 

can easily have a faithful picture of the Vajraydna , Kalchakraydna and 

sahojaydna - the main sects of Tantric Buddhism from this essay. 

In view ofthe societal role ofBuddhism, Kar has devoted a good number of 

essays in this collection. Of them four are representative. They are 'The Buddhist 

Contribution to World-peace' (chapter-VII), 'The Buddhist Moral View and its 

Ecological Implications' (Chapter-IX), 'Buddhism and Ecological Studies' (Chap

ter-XII) and 'Buddhism and Social Harmony' (Chapter-XIV). Today many envi

ronmental scientists are seeking for the change of materialistic and hedonistic atti

tude of man to meet the crisis of human civilisation arising out of destruction of 

environment. Here the Buddhist moral philosophy may be the guide with its theories 

of control of extreme desire, ahir&a and maitri- This has been very analytically 

explained by Kar. 

'Buddhism and Social Harmony' (Chapter-XIV) is an important contribu

tion of Kar. It is a short but original and thought provoking write-up. In this essay the 

author opines, "The Buddhist emphasis on the middle path, avoiding two extreme 

steps like self-indulgence and self-mortification, it is said, has placed man on the 

right track or normalcy"(P.160) This is the core of Buddhist humanistic thought. 

This can serve well for the social harmony in the present day of disintegration and 

discord. Buddhism, according to Kar, does never prescribe anti-social or transsoc ial 
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state of living. If human beings, in their soc.o-individual life follows the morals of 

Buddhism by modify ing them in accordnce with the ideas ofchanging time, then the 

expected social harmony in human society will invariable be attained. 

The essay on 'Nayaka 011 Candrakirti's account of Nirva'!a (Chapter

VIII) bears Kar's deep understanding of the Madhyarnika school and the language 

philosophy of Wittgenstein. Kar admits that there are some similarities between 

Wittgenstein's essentialism and the Madhyamika emphasis on Nisvabhdna . But in 

final analysis Kar opines that the Madhyamika philosophy "is set to adopt some 

form ofvaluational ontology, decrying all lofico-linguistic conceptualisations," whereas 

the philosophy of Wittgenstein is only "a critique of metaphysical airy speculations 

which is due to its being entraped with misuse of language /concept." (P.I 10). Nev

ertheless Kar concludes, "Despite the constructive criticisms, which are offered 

here, I feel Nayaka's attempt to exonerating Madhyamika philosophy (therefore 

critical reflection) turn absolutism, void ism and essentialism is a breakthrough in 

philosophical discussion and, to that extent, it is remarkable." (P.113) 

In the essay 'Karma in Bauddha Dars'ana I (Chapter-XI), Kar has given 

a good account of the doctrine of Karma in Buddhism from different angles. He 

emphasises, "In the moral plane", the Buddhist account ofKarma, "is quite plausible 

in so far as it stresses on human responsibility." (P.136). The essay' Orthoprascix

Japanese Religions Traditions' (Chapter-X) surveyes the Japanese religious tradi

tion and Buddhist's influence on it. Mentioning the role ofZen Buddhism and Shinto 

Religion, the goes to establish that Japanease has come to a religion of its own with 

some moderations of the ancient Buddhism. "The whole enterprise seems to be 

deeply humanistic. "(P.129). 

I am not at all eligible to write anything about Kar's essay "Buddhism and 

Oria Literature" (Chapter-XIII). But I think Kar has faithfully presented the an

cient literature ofTantric Buddhism written in oria language. He has presented the 

infleucne ofthis sect of Buddhism on modem Oria literature, particularly in some of 

the writings ofFakirmohan Senapati, Padmacaran Pattanayak and Surendra Mohanty. 

As a Whole the collection of essays written by Kar will certainly make us 

aware that Buddhism is a very significant contribution ofancient India to the human 

civilisation and the religion and philosophy of it should be cultivated once again by 

both the intellectual and non-intellectual people for the good future of human soci

ety. Rabindranath rightly realised from his core of heart that Buddha was the great

est man in the World. (Buddhadev in Rabindra Rachanavali, Part II, Page 469, 

Birth Centenary Volume, West Bengal Government). 

PRABHAT MISRA 
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